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most <>f them a mare is a mare, and a
liorse is a horse, and no more. Find me
farmer who has bred for any of the
ibove mentioned classes for a dozen
his farm a
• ears, and who has kept upon
Few good mares of a certain class, and
«νho lias bred them to supply a certain
vind of market demand, aud I will show
«ou a man who has made some money
But you cannot raise
>ut of horses.
;ood horses for any class out of scrub
There may be
nares and scrub sires.
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PKORATE NOTICES.
Interested In either of the Efttat»
h.relnat'ter name·I :
I'r ate Court, held at Pari·». In an·!
Μ
r: t of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
··
the year >>f our Lord one thousand

Τ

exceptions. but they will be very rare.the
If you ask me what 1 think are
wo most important features of demand
I can
η the horse market to-day, I think
afely answer, substance and style,
the
of
iven the heavy draught horse
uture must be well proportioned, symnetrical and stylish. The horse that
;ells to-day must have something besides
iize. lie must be handsome and well
and he must show evidences of

The following matter
tred and thre*.
presented for the action thereupon
'ndVated, It I- hereby <>κι>κκκι>
t!i e thereof l»e given to all person* in1 it
tiding a copy of thla order to l>e
ter»·»!.
week» -uceeeelvely in the Ox
ίγ·
α. a n»-w«t>aper published at South
:■ r<i I»■■■
-al
l
County, that they may appear at a
ParN.lt
ourt to >e held at l'arte, on the
■:·
I
Τ «■lay of May. \. I). PAtf, at » of the
t
hear<l thereon If
» :r tii· forenoon, ami be
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they it· rau-e.
\K"I.IVK L. COI.K, late of Albany. «le
will an·ι |*ΊΙΐ1··η for probate thereof
■

■

in

tia't ed.
«\Ml M

brmed,
taving been bred for

PLl'MMKR. late of Sweden. .letn-1 petition for ρ rotate thereof
■lohn K. Piumnier, the executor
then iu name"!
» Yl:l"> V\I>KKWS, lateof Lovell. deceased ;
ι!ΐ·I (H tton for probate thereof presented
«
therein
Cyru- Κ Chapman, the executor
tiauie·!.
deceased;
M"\/" BRoWN, late of Paris
w
i:
x'tttlon fur probate thereof présenté·»
11 : r:«
K. Hubbard, the executor therein
»

ii-at·

same· I.

II

V\Si ï

I.K, late of Porter.deceased;

row

t:.·· appointment of Kmnel* A. Kox
<· otii< r «ultable pereo· at a'lminletrator,
r,·..·:,«·.ι i,v I.L-.tlna E.
Uarland, niece ami

:···:
■

·τ

ΛΙΛ!ΙΙ:\ P. WHITMAN, late of Wuodstock
oft'has
•η
; t:tl«u for the appointment
W (Jruy. or some other suitable |»erson a·· a<la
it··:. |ιγ«·μ ntft l»y Sarah ». L. (.«ray.
•:re'l!tor.
KI/1'ΛΜ ». WAI»>WORTH. late of Hiram,
ι**1 ·, ι
II.in for the ap|>olntitieut of Peleg
Τ Μ '<» rtti or soni·· other suitable perron as
-till by Peleg Γ. Wa'l»•urtli, a btvther.

-lui

««

isi.a/·>, late of Porter,<lecease«l; i>etl: ·«·.! rt mit of personal estate pre-

M«»n

\
t:

Alla K. ltlazo, widow.

!■

■-î- Κ ·» Γ Λ ΓI IHNG.Iateof Sumncr.de-•■ I. iH'tltlon for license to sell and convey
η «
-tïte presented by Lewis H. Bisi'ee, administrator.
Porter. deceased;
en·* to «.II and convey real e«tate
v»niuelt,". BWzo, administrator.
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Mi.r··., .'uarllau.
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for allowance l>y Geo
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\|ι 1M)\ Λ LD, late of Krownlle'd,
for allowπ I account pre-ente·!
>y Francis Λ Kox, admlui-trator.
s \ Ml M. l>
\v KBSTKR. wan I. of Sumner;
-t .il-unt inesente 1 for allowance
t >ti t- .il, yuunllan.
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tc-tiiiiii·: t of
Wil l I \M ti II \MMoM>, ate of Pari*.
( ourt. of
xford. ilecease·!, an·! given
All |>er*ons hav
ithe law directs.
'·'·»'
an<ls airalnst the estate of said decea-ed
are desired t<> present the same for settlement,
'■v>
I Indebted thereto are requested to make
l'ay- iftit Immediate!?
λ
l .M-t. 1«1
IIKNRY D. HAMM'»ND.

»η·

In

t

NOTICE.

v!!!i

The -ui -crlber hereby drives notice that she
·<···!) m'y appointe·! administratrix with the
·· annexe I of th
ft te of
H \ Ki:ix »N TL'TTLK, late of Buckfleld,
thetuunty of "xfonl, dnwwil. an given
All persons having
the !aw illrects.
'•emm· ! igaln.t the estate of said ileeeaseil are
'esiivl tu present the same for settlement, and
a
1:· icbtcd thereto are requested to make pav

J"

'mmedlately.
Apr! ilst. 1;«I3.

ment

I iie
'"•ii

VKSTA S. TUTTLE.

SUT1CE.
siihwcrtber hereby give» notice that he ha*
·1
uly appointe·! a'lmlnlstrator of the

estate of
WM. Ν. THOM \ S, late of Ojfonl,
In the touuty of Oxtoril, <le<ease<l, an·! given
IsjD'is a-the law -llrects.
AU persons having
emanils ualnst the estate of sal·! ileteaec<l ar«·
•'-Ire·! t<> present the same for settlement, ati'l
*·■ ln lei'te·! tnereto are re<)ueste<l to make |>ay®ent lnimclhitelv.

[

April il at, I'«5.

MtK&

The sulnx-rlber hereby given notice that he
has Ι,ννη duly appointé·! a<lmlnletrator of the
estate of
Ll'CY A. TURNER, laK· of Hebron.
•a the
County of oxfor·!, ilecease·!, ami given
αό the' law I tree ta. AU persons having
against the estate of sal·I 'leceaae·! are
•wire·I to present the same for settlement, an«l
'.n-lebte·! thereto are remues te· I to make pay-

ijonil»
•jenuuKls

tmme<llately.
April 21st, l!«3.

WALTER L. GRAY.

NOTICE.
gives notice that he has
appointe·! a>!minlstrator of the

The <ubscrll>er hereby

'•een

■

luly

"you

rj.

ϊί

ARTHUR KIMBALL THOMAS.

aient

come

»eil

four·.

hereby irlveS notice that he has
appointed executor of the last will

Τ

to a much neglected but
class, the fancy driver.
bu
I know not how it is in other states,
drive a
iero in Michigan a man can
of well
lav long and hardly find a pair
Hatched fancy drivers, banners don t
know
raise them. They don t seem to
Thev seem to be afraid ot lack ol
low
Would I could paint on every
is not quaι
stable door the words, "Size
Show nie a handsome, stylish,
tv
matched pair of horses, of good
breeding, well colored, and well broken. |
ind Π1 tell you of men who are Ρ*»1"* I
to S1.3U0 a pair for sue
from
>
to
liorses, and not asking them
each. In,ver eleven hundred pounds
leed I saw a pair of beautiful ba>s,
matched, well broken, and well mannereach
ed. that weighed only 1.0-'*» pounds
soil for 8l,?O0 on an Kastern boulevan
less than three years ago. Gentlemen,
horses
if you can bleed fancy drivers,
c»u
that combine style and action, yo«
But un
briui: the buvers to your door.
have handsome, well formed
less
a sut,
mares and know how to selcct
some
had better confine yourself to
of the other classes.
f
the fancy
One more word iu regard to
driver: extreme speed is not required.
to were
The driving team above referred
never required to make a milein>e«
hanusome,
a
thun «-30; but they were
such
showy span of gentlemen's drivers,horses
when our
as we saw years ago,
traced to a combination of the M«
was
an,! the thoroughbred. Ah, that
combination that gave us the carnage
the
horse" the old style buggy team,
the team vou
team you liked to own, anil
we

profitable

'.ize*

other suitable persou be granted
an,| convey real estate an·! to pay
··
e>|s of »uch sale to this petitioner.
*
M< rrl
prNNHd by Lcttle Λ. Merguanllan «.( said ward*.

rill
IS

nÔw

•erv

by Walter L. t»ruy, guanllan.
s.\ i:\il |· > \\Κι >KN, laie of HI nun. ilece«s.
e
!::u account presented for allowance by
warm·

some

purpose,
«tberwise he will fall below the ÏÎH)class.
>n some of our markets the "all round
Now
arm horse" is "no horse at all."
From
ou are up to this proposition:
will
low on you must raise horses that
ell. and in order to sell they must b»·Such
ong to a certain kind or class.
>eing the case, what kind will you raise?
Well, now, why not also consider this
is a matter of more or less permanence,
ind plan to keep on raising the class
hat you like to handle and to which
rour farm is best, adapted? After that,
itudy the breeding, make upaud classification of your brood mares. If they are
lr-jii.rlir..rs von will orobahly do well to
elect the best draught sires in the counhorses
rv. ami set out to raise draught
,nlv. But remember there is something
horses.
nore than size even in draught
t is nearly as important that the draught
as that lie
torse have action and style,
If you have a brood mare
tave size.
loted for extreme speed, then select tht
ami
»est trotting sire in your vicinity,
his pedigree
>e sure that his makeup and
If you
•omplenienfc that of your mare.
be termed
lave a liking for what may
are
•heavy drivers." and your mares
then look up a
urge and well formed,
rood coach horse. But don t take the
îw tier's word for it. Don t be carried
Look at nit
iwav bv his statements.
action and
n.rse, and unless he has good
let linn alone.
S handsome and stylish,
)ne of the ugliest horses in
less than
.tate to-day took first premium
hi ee years ago at a pn'minent horse
the
ihow and for the simple reason that
to
muer of that horse was in a position

Bean, the executor there-

Ani"«

uk-

Very few of our common farmers have
paid any attention to this matter. With

Attorney at Law.
Notary Public.

ι.

<JOOl>

ling.

t>\ K. BKOOKS,

Ί \V

WITH

Good horses of all classes are scarce,
aud it is quite probable that many farmers will anticipate a continued demand
and raise a few colts for future sale. A
few remarks upou this subject may be
in order. First, let me say, unless you
have a good mare, do uot try to raise a
colt. The horse market is undergoing
From now on horses
ureat changes.
will be classified according to their
adaptability to certain uses. Horses
that belong to any class and are good in
that class will sell well, but the horse
that is neither a saddler nor a driver, a
speeder nor a coacher, must be a tirst
class draughter in order tosell foreuough
Colts bred hapto pay for his raising.
hazard, colts bred by accident, or colts
bred for cheapness, will nine times out
Let a horse
"t ten tail to tiud a market.
buyer drop oil' at any country towu today and announce that he is buyiug
horses, anil he will be beset by a score of
men who have or know of horses for sale.
Hut when he asks. Are they draught
horses? Are they coach horses? Are
they saddlers? or are they fancy drivers?
the answer is: "Well, no, not exactly,
but they are good work horses." This
reply does not suit the buyer, and unless
horses that
you can show him some
is
jo tue strictly within the class that he
buying, he will return to his train and
depart for some other point where they
raise the class of horses that he is hand-
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estate of
M ARY P. M \RSHA LL, late of Paris,
•n the
County ot Oxfonl, decease·I, an·! given
AU perdons having
hon<!s as toe law illrects.
'lemande against the estate of sai'l ilecease·! are
settlement, ami
for
s<une
leslreil to urvsent the
all ln-lebted thereto are requeetetl to make pay
ment lmmcllately.
April-21st. 1WI. liKORUK K.MARSHALL.

^

With^few

words in regard to another
class of
easily raised and very profitable
I he
1 will close this letter.
horses
demand than
fancy saddler is in greater
ever" He is a sine seller. He frequently
horse. 1
makes a good combination
ra s
needs not be very heavy and can be
ed regardless ot speed. Qual ty, eym
ruetrv and style, with a disposition
is teachable, and he is all right, Pro%',U
to gait him and caulbold
you know how
him until he is a finished produU.
With the saddle horse a good walking
come
.'ait is an absolute essential; then
I believ
form style and disposition.
of the
that ànv man who makes a study
saddle horse aud follows
rewaniet
I for a few years will be well
m Tubfor his labor.—Richard H. Wood,

that]
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! old gentleman. but in such η way that
Greufall had a distinct fooling that it
was he who was to he honored. Aunt
Yvonne smiled graciously, and he took
his departure. While Iledrick was
dressing the jagged little cut Grenfall
complacently surveyed the patient in
the mirror opposite and said to himself
a hundred times: "You lucky dog! It
j was worth forty gashes like this. By
Jove, she's divine!"
In a fever of eager haste he bathed
and attired himself for dinner, the imperturbable Iledrick assisting. One
query filled the American's mind, "I
wonder if I am to sit beside her." And
then: "I have sat beside her! There

CHATTER III.

Ε laughed, looking down Into
her serious, upturned face. Slie
broke away from liioi and
think perhaps many are in an error
threw herself into the arms of
both a> regards the productive na me ο
excited Uncle Caspar. The contall,
our soil and remarkably low pi ice
ductor, several trainmen and a few eawhich farms can be bought here. Mr
ger passengers came up. the former
to
Sanborn has given some ti-ure«
crusty and snappish.
nri>sent nrice of western lands, also aver
"Well, get aboard!*' he growled. "We
a«'e amount of product per acre then·,
can't wait all night."
and it is well known that
than duplicate those yields. L.ist s» a u
The young lady looked up quickly,
r se
on a trille over an acre To bush- her sensitive face cringing ueneath the
els »»t oats, and on the same ground the rough command.
Lorry stepped inyea r ρ r ν i ο 11 s rai sed 120 baskets of corn stantly to the conductor's side, shook
ι*· »he ear, 00 bushels.
his finger vigorously under bis nose
can never again be such delight!"
and exclaimed in no uncertain tones:
It was 7 o'clock before his rather un"Now, that's enough from you! If I ι
"See if
hear another word out of you. I'll make usual toilet was completed.
have gone to the diner, Iledrick,"
you sweat blood before tomorrow they
who de; he said to the manservant,
morning. I'nderstand. my friend."
"Aw, who are you7" demanded the parted ceremoniously.
"I don't know why he should be so
conductor belligerently.
"You'll learn that soon enough. After very polite," observed Lorry, gazing
"I'm not a
this you'll have sense enough to find i wonderingly after him.
king. That reminds me. I must introout whom you are talking to before
duce myself. She doesn't know .me
you open that mouth of yours. Not an- ;
m. «
Adam."
was
Mr.
Grenfall
word!"
Lorry
other
; from
W
Iledrick returned and announced that
Not only can those who would cast not president of the road, nor was he in
car
their lot among us easily secure homes any way connected with it, but his they had just gone to the dining
him there, lie hurhere, but get work
well assumed air of authority caused : and were awaiting
families;boys and girls, especially, in the trainman's Ire to dissolve at once. ; ried to the diner and made his way to
demand.—New England Farmer.
and his niece
"Excuse me. sir. I've been worried their table. Uncle Caspar
he came up beto death on this run. I meant no of- were facing him as
Pasture.
to
Changing from Barn
he saw, with no
fense. That old gentleman lias threat- tween the tables, and
The food, environment and mode ο
to sit beside
ened to kill me. Just now he took out little regret, that he was
life of the pastured cow are utter >
the aunt—directly opposite the girl,
I did not run
if
and
said
watch
his
»
like tliose she encounters m tk
he
in two minutes he'd however. She smiled up at him as
The Vermont Experiment Station na ; back for his niece
He saw
before
them,
bowing.
stood
I've
me
run
and
out
through.
me
call
in those deep,
.in how this profound change aneci
been nearly crazy here. For the life of the expression of inquiry
liquid eyes of violet as their gaze wanmilk II— a»l
me I don't see how you happened to
dered over his hair.
The
,111 ditv of the milk is affected.
be"—
"Your head? I see no bandage," she
were ascertained from a herd var>"Oh, that's all right. Let's be off,"
n·'in size from thirty to sixty cows
said reproachfully.
dissome
fallen
had
who
crinl
Lorry,
The milk flow for the eutire lieid for a
"There is a small plaster, and that is
tance behind his late companion and
period of two weeks in the baru prior t«»
all. Only heroes may have dangerous
uncle. Hurrying after them, he
her
is
on
Kcin- the cows
pasture representher side in time to assist her wounds," he said laughingly.
ed as UXt; the tirst two weeks on lK'st"'* reached
"Is heroism in America measured by
in mounting the car steps.
stitches or the size of
"Thank you," smiling down upon him the number of
asked pointedly. "In
bewitebingly. At the top of the steps the plaster?" she
and not a cashe was met by her aunt, behind whom my country it is a Joy
are the misfortune of
stood the anxious man servant and the lamity. Wounds
ι
be seated, Mr. Lorry—is it
maid. Into the coach she was drawn valor. Pray
of those collected for four years.
not?" she said, pronouncing it quaintly.
by the relieved old lady, who was critlie sat down rather suddenly on hearof ically inspecting her personal appearing her utter his name. How had she
ance when Lorry and the foreigner enlearned it? Not a soul on the train
tered.
weeks; one eighth showe. u-otl at
lie was sure.
^
"Ach, it was so wild and exhilarating. knew it,
"I am Caspar Guggenslocker. Permit
Aunt Yvonne." the girl was saying, her
r;
aud me, Mr. Lorry, to present my wife and
weeks, as compared with
eyes sparkliag. She stood straight
barn feeding, four-sevcntl s of the firm, her cliiu in the air, her bauds in my niece. Miss Guggenslocker," snid
the uncle more gracefully than he had
c„ws bettered the flow one-half gave
those of her aunt. The little traveling
ever heard such a thing uttered before.
lier
lier
head,
of
side
cap was on the
In a daze, stunned by the name—
hair was loose and very much awry,
rhe conclusion
their
over
strands straying here, curls blowing Guggenslocker—mystified
with his own when he
there in utter confusion. Lorry fairly acquaintance
had been foiled at every fair attempt
gasped with admiration for the lovelito learn theirs, Lorry could only muma thinner milk
ness that would not be vanquished.
his acknowledgments. In all his
of it,
how much there
"We came like the wind. I shall nev- ble
life ho had never lost command of him.vus the general outcome of all the tew
said.
she
it,"
never
forget
er,
self as at this moment. Guggenslocker!
The results show that he law
"Uut how could you have remained
which lowers the
there, child? Tell me how it happened.
V.
Λ* *'%l%
We have been frantic." said her aunt,
tier milk tn;i<le un pasture feeding, is
half in English, half in German.
irrational.—Mirror and Farmer.
,
"Not now. dear Aunt Yvonne. See
Summer Boarders.
my hair! What a fright I must be!
The summer boarding business is not Fortunate man. your liair cannot be so
inlike other kinds of business, inas- unruly as mine. <jh!" The exclamation
much as it must be learned, and one was one of alarm. In an instant she
iiigaging in it had best begin in a small was at his side, peering with territied
with
way. One can make a beginuing
neck and
eyes at the bloodstains on his
three or four rooms, which can be added
face. "It is Mood! You are hurt! Uncle
warrant,
business
of
the
to if the profits
Attend hiiu!
i'here is no difficulty in getting all the Caspar. Iledricfe—quick!
months, Come to my room at once. You are suffor a

^ jH*.

"V^ .^n

ί

è

gri£,"

ly«'Not

in the least. I was merely feeling to see If the cut were still there.
Mr.—Mr. Guggenslocker. did the conductor object to holding the train, he
asked, remembering what the conductor had told him of the old gentleman s
actions.
,
\t first, but I soon convinced him
that it should be held." said the other
··

quietly.

^

J.r°ït

U.eJ.»V

"My husband spoke very harshly
the poor man." added Aunt Yvonne.
•
But 1 am afraid. Caspar, he did not
understand a word you said. You were
very much excited." The sweet old
at English were much
laborious than her husbands.
••If he did not understand mj English he was very good at guessing,

lady's attempts
more

said her husband grimly.
"lie told me you had threatened to
call him out." ventured the young man.
»
"Call him out? Ach, a railroad conductor!" exclaimed L'ncle Caspar la
tine scorn.
"Caspar. I heard you say that you
would call him out." Interposed his

al»;· ".»«<£!

suits

J

wife, with reproving eyes.

"
Veil God! I have made a mistake.
I SCO it all! It was the other word 1
to
meant—down, not out! 1
call him down, as you Americans saj.
hope he will not think I challenged
him." Ho was very much perturbed.
••I think he was afraid you would,
said Lorry.
••He should have no fear. 1 could not
meet a railroad conductor. Will J ou
please tell him 1 could not so condemurder in
scend. Besides,

fended

iveràge

U,"trK« ΐΧ,ϊΐ ώΧ .'."amy
lirnùr.hil
fVr.T. lÎS.1™',
Foui:

Jthe

in

«

S
lade.
»

jv,j

couple

boarders wanted

going

Many
to pay for what they get.
farmers began in this business in a small
and
way years ago and oy constant care
wise extension of it aie now reaping a
There
it.
handsome yearly profit from
is opportunity for others to do the same
with equally as good prospects for years
to come.
This business pays better profit than farm crops when rightly managed.—Mirror and Farmer.
ing

Potato

Culture.

At a recent institute Professor Brooks
out that almost all the varieties
of potatoes which have been introduced
within the past dozen years have been
subjected to careful trials in the experiin every trial the old
ment station,
standard varieties Beauty of Hebron and
Early Hose have been included: and
while occasionally some of the newer
varieties have exceeded these iu productiveness, both of these have always been
found close to the head, and last year
of
among some 40 varieties the Beauty
Hebron gave the largest yield of all.
Professor Hrooks said that more apof
parently depends upon securing seed
kept
good quality which has been well
than on the name it chances to bear, in
Amherst, Beauty of Hebron seed raised
in northern Maine gives superior results
The into that of home production.
crease in yield and earliness is more
than sufficient to cover the extra cost of

pointed

the northern seed.
It is important to prevent scab. Soaka
ing the seed for an hour and a half in
solution of corrosive sublimate at the
rate of two ounces to Ιό gallons of water,
or formalin at the rate of eight fluid
ounces to
gallons of water, lias been
found effective. The seed should be
soaked before cutting.—Ν. E. Farmer.

»>ιι>,

uncle.
"God!" Lorry heard the old
man mutter. He was looking at bis bil
of fare, but his eyes were fixed and
staring. The card was crumpling
™·
tween the long, bony fingers
American realized that a forbidden
topic had beeu touched upon.
"lie has fought and he has slain,
thought as quick as a flash. "He Is no
,,

Uncle Caspar, what you
said to the conductor," cried the young

'"îieU ttom!

pardoner—all

Son.

S

Calmly

now in his face, the soldierly Caspar
narrated the story of the tram s run
tried
He
niece—Miss Guggeuslocker!
from one station to the other.
he
as
her
at
to pin nee unconcernedly
"We did not miss you until weι bad
wavtook up his napkin, but his eyes
reached the other station. Then
almost
seered helplessly. She was looking
Yvonne asked me where you
Aunt
your
a
saw
renely at him. yet he fancied he
had gone. I told her I had not seen
shadow of mockery in her blue eyes.
to
vou but went into the coach ahead
"If you were a novel writer, Mr. Lornot
would you search. You were
heroine
of
manner
what
ry.
so went on to the dining car. Ach, you
choose?" she asked, with a smile
to
in- were not there. In alarm I returned
understood
he
that
tantalising
looked1
a our car Your aunt and I
was
reviving
she
stinctively why
confusion where. You were not an> where,
topic once abandoned. Ills
aunt sent Iledrick ahead to 8UUim°n
and
uncle
lier
was increased.
conductor, but he had hardly left U(J
were regarding him calmly—expectantwhen the engine whistled eharply and
ly. he Imagined.
the train began to slow up in a Jerky
"I—I have no ambition to be a novel
I rushed to the platform,
(vriter," he said, "so I have not rnude a fashion.
Iledrick, who was as muc
meeting
heroines."
of
Itudy
said the train had
"ltut you would have an ideal," she alarmed as 1. He
been flagged and that there must be
persisted.
Your auntcarneout
"I'm sure I—I don't—that Is, sh« something wrong.
that she had made
would not necessarily be a heroine. Un- and told me
less, of course, it would require hero- strange discovery."
I
Grenfall observed that he was a
ism to pose as an ideal for such a
himself exclusively to the
dressing
prosaic fellow as I."
"To begin with, you would call her
found that the gentleman
Clarabel Montrose or something equalin the next section was also
narno
ly as Impossible. You know the
tbore in doubt
of a heroine in a novel must be euThat is an exacting rule." It

Blocker.

A

sausage

manufacturer's

^re.Then

ever^

"I knew it was a trille. You cannot
break an American's head. Let me go
to my own section, and I'll be ready to
in ten

"You must let Iledriek bandage your
head," she Insisted. "(Jo with him,

j

Iledriek."

j

Grenfall arose and started toward
his section, followed by Iledriek.
"I trust you were not hurt during
a
that reckless ride," he said, more as
stopping in the aisle to look

'"S'had
^,!Î:^wore».aadU«

!

question,

back at her.
"I should have been a mass of bruisit not been
es. gashes and lumps "«id
for one thing," she sn\d, a faint flush
her eyes
coming to her cheek, although
looked unfalteringly into his. "Will
car? I will
you join us in the dining
prepared for you at our
have a

phonious.

see
was an open taunt, and he could
that she was enjoying his discomflture.
It aroused his indignation and his wits.
"1 would tirst give my hero a distinguished name. No matter what the
heroine's name might be, pretty or otherwise, I could easily change it to his
in the last chapter." She flushed beneath his now bright, keen eyes and
the ready though unexpected retort
Uncle Caspar placed his napkin to his
lips and coughed. Aunt Yvonne studiously inspected her biH of fare. "No
matter what you call a rose, it Is al-

place

"Thank you. Y'ou are very good. I
shall join you as soon as I am presentable."
"We are to be honored, sir." said the

HOOD

Caspar, how alarmed we
were." added soft voiced Aunt Yvonno.
Grenfall was a silent, interested specHo *>-<■"»« felt a» « U »«*·
«0
some traecd, Hud b«en rep»·
!.. that briefest .1
and composedly, a hllf sm"®

"Vou lucky dog!"
lie couid feel the dank sweat of disapA
pointment starting on his brow.
butcher—a beer maker—a cobbler—a
synonyms of Guggen-

give
«poke slowly and in very good English.
"Really, uncle, is it not serious?"
"No. no." interposed Grenfall Lorry.

pigweeds and
compliment to a man's

..

Ce"ïe!fus.

a great deal." answered Lor
It wat
ry. closing his eyes comfortably.
all very pleasant, he thought.
"Should It not have s;.;ciios. Uncle
Caspar?" usked tin· sweet, eager voice.
"1 think not. The How is stanched,
(f the gentleman will allow Iledriek to
trim the hair away for a plaster and
then bandage it 1 think the wound will
him no trouble." The old man

Hank

Pfn^"

butcher, no gardener, no cobbler. Thatfi

sir?"
"Oh. not

table."

""" «·«»·»■"

b£

"But it does! It has bled terribly.
Sit there! Now. Iledrlck. some water."
Iledriek rushed off and was back In
a moment with a basin of water, η
Grensponge and a towel, and before
fall fully knew what was happening
the man servant was bathing his head,
the others looking on anxiously, the
her hands
young lady apprehensively,
clasped before her as she bent over to
Inspect the wound above his ear.
"It is quite an ugly cut." said Uncle
Caspar critically. "Ooes it pain you

present myself
minutes."

VUD|I1U

«And has he slain his man every
time''" asked Grenfall smilingly, glancing frr-m one to the other. Aunt Yvonne
shot ο reproving look at the girl, whose
face paled instantly, her eyes going
quickly in affright to the face of her

doesn't"—

as new

uuire

proudly.

monstrance.
"It is
nothing —a mere scratch.
Bumped my head against the side of
the coach. Please don't worry about it:
Ueally. It
1 can enre for myself.

good

^

duels than he cau count" cried the girl

fering. Minna, find bandages!"
She dragged him to the door of her
section before he could interpose a re-

us

killed—frequently

elevated.

llM

which is about the length of the season
The
if the location and service is right.
best method of making a beginning in
the business is through the recommendation of friends in the city. Every farmer has friends and acquaintances among
L'ity residents who will gladly recommend his place to people desiring board,
if the conditions are favorable for the
business. We look upon the entertainment of summer boarders as a legitimate
business upon any farm and one which
present conditions make more available
than ever before. Like other business,
it must be given careful attention and
after.
every detail must be nicely looked
The management of details in any busiits success or failure.
ness determines
The people will not stay at any farmhouse with indifferent treatment, but
somewhere and are willare

they

to shooting at each other some one
both. In Lur°P
as 1 understand It. a scratch with a
sword ends the combat.
•
ex
You have been misinformed
claimed Uncle Caspar, his eyebrows
"o

is

...ilk^andanU«>r

—»««

dueling^

country, I am told."
••It usually is. sir. Much more «o than
in Europe." The others looked at him
inquiringly. "I mean that it, America
when two men pull their revolvers and

your

*h®cf¥r.'ure

îf Tt" and'seldom
Se
îîter

J

Ueut

Stone

MISS GUGGENSLOCKER.

their like are a
soil. Land that
will not grow weeds will not grow crops,
for crops are only those particular kinds
of weeds a man wants to raise. Weedf
have taught us a lesson of good tillage.
they intend
entirely on There is no indication that
to remit their efforts in our behalf.—L.
of Vegetable
con- II. Bailey in Principles
fulW coth

br^ngJ

I

"ν* °?p τ

Je^£

Sc.

\

I
"Give me a mountain ride always as on the outside. I climbed down from
appetlxt-'r," 1» »U oblielaelr. and the ear mid saw that we were at a lltso ended the jest about a name.
J tie station. The conductor came runThe orders for the dinner were given, ning toward me excitedly.
j "
and the quartet sat back in tbeir chairs
'Is the young lady In the carf he
j
Grenof
the
the
soup.
to await
coming
asked.
"
fall was still wondering how she had I
'No. For heaven's sake, what have
learned his name, and was on the you heard?' I cried.
"
point of asking several times during
'Then she has been left at Ο
tlie conventional discission of the he exclaimed, and used some very exweather. Cie train and the mountains, traordinary American words.
lie considerately refrained, however,
"I then Informed him that he should
unwilling to embarrass her.
run back for you, first learning that
"
vunt Yvonne tells mo she ne\er exsaid he
you were alive and well. He
nectod to see me alive after the station would be d
d if he would—pardon
telegraphed that we were corn- the word, ladles. He was very angry
lx..r overland In that awful old carriage. λιη! said he would give orders to go
The aget:t at 1»— W* " Is a danger- ahead, but I told him I would demand
ai s road. at the very edge of the rnounHe
restitution of his government.
•lin. lie also increased the composure
laughed in my face, and then I became
of m ν uncle and aunt by telling t iem
shamelessly angry. I said to him:
"
that a wagon rolled off yesterday, kill'Sir, I shall call you down'—not out,
in" a man. two women and two horses. as
you have said—'and I shall run yon
Dear Aunt Yvonne, how troubled you
through the mill.'
must have been!"
"That was good American talk, sir,
"I'll confess there were times •when I was it not. Mr.
Lorry? I wanted him
the
down
thought we were rolling
to understand me, so I tried to use your
mountain." said Lorry, with a relieved
very best language. Some gentlemen
shake of the head.
who are "traveling on this train and
••Sometimes 1 thought we were soar- some
very excellent ladies also Joined
ing through space, whether upward or In the demand that the train be held.
downward I could not tell. We never Ills
said that you,
dispatch from Ο
failed to come to earth, though,
Mr. Lorry, insisted on· having it held
woV" she laughingly asked.
for twenty minutes. The conductor in••Emphatically! Earth and a little sulted you, sir, by saying that you had
he said, putting his hand tt> his
more—ah, what is it?—gall than any
Idiot he had ever seen. When he said
"Does it pain you?" she asked quickthat, although I did not fully under-

Η»ΗΊ44»Η lt< Η »♦♦♦♦♦»»♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦»»
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an.l promptly retrap*, etc.. neatly
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iC,t water piping ·Ιοηο to or tor.
»ηΛ^·
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England's

Needs.
I was much interested in the recent
article by J. W. Sanborn on New
laud Farming and Its
iu" Aspect," and if. as he points out, a
„ew era is dawning, it behooves us all
to be up and doing all we can to hasten
Us coming. But if .he same conditions
erprevail in other sections as here in
rnout, viz., the great lack «'
tirst requisite is to devise some way to
or turn tb, tide ..I
1farm
For the lack of help many
ers are not utilizing half the land that
has formerly been cutivated, testée
desert
there are hundreds of so-called
«I larius," ami vacant boo»» tto. could
be rented or bought cheap.
y
we not induce some of those 8tan
Swedes and Finns to leave that coUl and
desolate region and come to this land ot
and prosperity? It surely seems
something ot this kind uuglu bo done
that would be beneficial to both tnei
New

FAKM

All Humors

Are impure matters which the skin,
liver, kidneye and other organe can
not take care of without

help,

there îa

such an Accumulation of them.
They litter the whole eyetem.
pimples, boils, eczema and other
loss of appetite, that tired

eruptions,

feeling, bilious turns, flte of indigeeways sweet," he added meaningly.
At this she laughed good naturedly. tion, dull headaches and many other
He marveled at her white teeth and
troubles are due to them.
red lips. A rose, after all. Guggeninflamed
becomes
udder
In garget the
Gardening.
not
Guggenslocker.
NOTICE.
milk seem jjslocker, rose; rose,
hot, red and painful, and the
he
The subscriber hereby gives m tlce that she
I No, no! A rose only! He fancied her
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
has Neen duly appointe·! executrix of the last
Our correspondents are giving the
a sly look of triumph in
Farm Garge
Hood
caught
of
A
tublespoonful
will ami te-tament of
matter of the use of agricultural chemi
or thre
uncle's swift glance toward her. But
Cure mixed with damp feed two
LfeMl EL lil'KNEY. late of Hebron.
ι
case.
cals a good airing. As a result farmers
All persons
In the County of Oxford, decease·!
times a day will cure any ordinary
Uncle Caspar was not a rose. He was
i
an
j
then
"
Remove all humors, overcome all
are catching on to the fact that
One of my cows had bloody garget
Having teiuaniis against the estate of saM <leGuggenslocker—butcht
Guggenslocker.
use
nigh
cease-l are desire·! to present the same for setCure,
their
Hood Farm Garget
her
are no hidden secrets about
tone and
I
fed
which th 8 er! Still he did not look the part; no, [their effects, strengthen,
tlement, and all ln<lebwi thereto are requested
and morning for six days, after
It is nothing more than feeding tlx
j
to make payment Immediately.
man a i invigorate the whole system.
A. £. Loouis, Nort 1 indeed.
extraordinary
all
That
was
right."
ration."—
milk
"balanced
a
LOVlNA J. Gl'RNEY.
April 21st, li*».
plant (crop) with
Wolcott, Vt.
«.11 be Maine Farmer.
butcher, a gardener, a—and Aunt
"I had salt rheum on my hands eo that1
from milk the better
Prices $1 and $2.50.
NOTICE.
Yvonne? Yet they were Guggenslock- ooold not wA. ItookHood'atompartlU
it.
ρκ
from
especially
made
Salve
butter
the
Farm
Hood
The aubscriber hereby gives notice that b«
ou
with
connection
in
ers.
I and it drove ont tb» bomor. I "O»'1™1*
pared to be used
has tieen duly appointe·! administrator wltt
Don't overlook the importance of th<
excellent for cracke
the will annexe·! of the estate of
1
feed «■»· garden while pushing to get the broade : Garget Cure. Also $1. Call for treatise ο a! "Here is the waiter," the girl ob- < its use till the eorea disappeared. Maa
The Minnesota dairy and
bruises.
sores,
Κιλά Κιί.κμκ Kobinhu.n, late of Buckfleld,
teats,
served to his relief. "I am famished Iba Ο. Β bow*, Romford Fills, Me.
field seeded in good time. Notbinf ; ; garget and its causes. Prepared by C.
In the County of Oxfonl, decease·!, and glvei misaioner in bi. annual report.
hou.is as the law (Urects. AU persons havln, i
contributes more to the pleasure ant j Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A after my pleasant drive. It was so
Λ.
iseuea.
I
Sive.
an
I Mood'· 8ar«ap«rlll· promlee· t«
j
deceasetl
said
Me.
'lemamla against the estate of
satisfaction coming from a good living
butterma
bracing, was it not, Mr. Grenfall LorI SauBTLKrr & Co., South Paris,
'lealred to present the same for settlement, ant I creamerymen and
our· and keep· th· premie·· _
a plentiful supply in their seasoi
than
under-reading
for
*11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
fined
have been
ry?"
BHiiit Immediately.
of the common garden vegetables.
test.
Babcock
rRKX> A. ROBINSON
April il, 1INN.
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his farm for an
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Hood's Sarsaparilla
and PlUs

stand that it was a reflection on you,
so ignorant am I of your language, I
took occasion to tell him that you were
a gentleman and a friend of mine. He
asked me your name, but as I did not
know it I could only tell him that he
would learn it soon enough. Then he
said something which lias puzzled me
ever since. lie told me to close my face.
What did lie mean by that, Mr. Lor-

ry?"

Mr.
Guggenslocker, that
means in refined American 'stop talk"
ing,' said Lorry, controlling a desire
to shout.
"Ach, that accounts for his surprise
when I tulked louder and faster than
ever. I did not know what he meant.
He said positively he would not wait,

"Well,

but just then a second message came
from the other station. I did not know
what it was then, but η gentleman told
me that it instructed him to hold the
train if he wanted to hold his Job. Job
is situation, is it not? Well, when he
read that message he said he would
wait just twenty minutes. I asked him
to tell me how you were coming to us,
but lie refused to answer. Your aunt
and I went at once to the telegraph
man and implored him to teil us the
truth, and lie said you were coming in
a carriage over a very dangerous road.
Imagine our feelings when he said
some people had been killed yesterday
on that very road.
"When your aunt and I returned to

knowing where Graustark is located
the map." cried the young lady, and

on

he could see the flash of resentment In
lier eyes.
"Why. my dear sir, Graustark is In"—
began Uncle Caspar, but she diecked
him instantly.
"Uncle Caspar, you are not to tell
him. I have recommended that he
study geography and discover for himself. He should be ashamed of his ig-

appointment, obeyed the young lady's
command.
"Shall I study the map of Europe,
Asia or Africa?" asked he, and they
laughed.
"Study the map of the world," said

Miss Guggenslocker proudly.
"Edelweiss is the capital?"
"Yes, our home city, the queen of the
crags." cried she. "You should see
Edelweiss, Mr. Lorry. It is of the
mountain, the plain und the sky. 'lhere
the
are homes in the valley, homes on
mountain side and homes in the
clouds."

"And yours? From what you say it
must be above the clouds—In heaven."
"We are farthest from the clouds, for
we live in the green valley, shaded by
the white topped mountains. We may,
in Edelweiss, have what climate we
will. Doctors do not send us on long
Journeys for our health. They tell us
to move up or down the mountain. We
have balmy spring, gloriouH summer,
refreshing autumn and chilly winter,
Just as we like."
"Ideal! I think you must be pretty
well toward the south. You could not
have July iu January if you were far
north."

"True; yet we have January In July.
Study your map. We are discernible to
the naked eye." she said, half ironically.

"I care not If there are but three inhabitants of Graustark. all told, it is
certainly worthy of a position on any
said Lorry gallantly, and his lis-

map,"

teners applauded with patriotic appreciation. "By the way, Mr. (Jug—Guggenslocker. you say the conductor
asked you for my name, and you did
not know it. May I ask how you
learned it later on?" Ills curiosity got
the better of him. and his courage was
increased by the champagne the old
had ordered.
"I did not know your name until my
niece told it to me after your arrival
in the carriage." said Uncle Caspar.
"I don't remember giving It to Miss
Guggenslocker at any time," said Lor-

gentleman

"Then came the sound of carriage
wheels and galloping horses. Almost
before we knew it you were with us. I
am so happy that you were not a minute later."
There was something so cool and
grim in the quiet voice, something so
1

A

l„

K-llltonf

^VKlH^

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
"There nro a
icans t!::in I."
president and
'•I thought
cians."

great many botter Amerlie said. "You forget our
our

tliey

statesmen."
were

mere

politi-

Grenfnll Lorry, idealized, retired to
his berth that night, his head whirling
with the emotions inspired by this
strange, beautiful woman. IIow lovely,
how charming, how naive, how queenly. how indifferent, how warm, how
cold—how everything that puzzled him
she. Mis last waking thought was:
Au angel with a
name like that!"
was

"Guggenslocker!
(T<>

'!·_

<
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PAINTING THE WORLD.
1.«'κοηΊ of the Wny Spring

Indian

Clinic Into tilnttncr.

On·»·, long before there wore men In
the world, all the e;· rth was covered
with snow and Ice.
White and frozen lay the rivers and
the seas; white and frozen lay the
plains. The mountains stood tall and
dead, like ghosts in white gowns.
There was no color except white in ull

the world except in the sky, and it was
almost Ma« k. At night the stars looked through it like angry eyes.
Then Cod sent the spring down Into
the world the spring with red lips and

curling yellow hair.

In his arms he Itoro sprays of apple
blossoms and the lirst Mowers—crocus,
anemones and violets, red, piuk, blue,
purple, violet and yellow.
The tlrst animal to greet the spring
The spring
was the white rabbit.
dropped a red crocus on his head, and
ever since then all white rabbits have
red eyes.
Thou the spring dropped a blue violet on a white bird, the tlrst bird to
greet the spring, and that is the way
Ever since
the bluebird was made.
then It is the tlrst bird to arrive when

the spring comes down from heaven.
Ko the spring wont through the world.
Wherever he tossed the leaves from
his fragrant burden the earth became
the
green. He tossed the blossoms on
frozen seas, and the ice melted, and the
tish became painted with all the tint
of his flower*. That Is the way the
trout and the minnows and the salmon
became gaudy.
ri»,w·

η.,,

iiiirh

iiimmtiifns

would not

bow to tin? spring. So tlicir summits
remain white and dead, for they would
let the spring paint only the sides.
The snow owls and the white geese
and the polar bears fled from the
spring, so they, too, remain white to

ax au

Grenfall felt like looking up the conductor to congratulate him. The dinner was served, and while It was being
discussed bis fair companion of the

this day.

the experience of twenty strange minutes io α
ehackledown mountain coach.
Somehow the real flavor of romance
was stricken from the ride by her candid admissions. What he had considdrive

T

uorance."
He was not ashamed, but he mentally vowed that before he was a day older he would And Graustark ou the map
and would stock I1I9 negligent brain
with all that history and the encyclopedia had to say of the unknown land.
Her uncle laughed, and, to Lorry's dis-

"You were not my informant," she
said demurely.
"Surely you did not guess it."
the train we saw the conductor holding
"Oh. no. indeed. I am no mind readIlls watch. lie said to me, 'In just three
minutes we pull out. If they are not er."
"My own name was the last thing
here by that time they can get on the
have read In my mind in that
best they know how. I've done all 1 you could
for I have not thought of It In
can.' 1 did not say a word, but went to event,
three days."
my section and had Iledriek get out
She was sitting with her elbows on
my pistols. If the train left before you
her chin In her hands, a
arrived It would be without its con- the table,
dreamy look In her blue eyes.
ductor.

.«-1

THE OLD RELIABLE

graphically described

Experiments with Poultry.

At the recent meeting of the Maine
Experiment Station Council, Professor
Unwell who has charge of the poultry
investigations reported on the work now
under way and also made recommendations which were adopted for the en-

romantic treasure was being
calmly robbed of its glitter, leaving

ered a

suing year, as follows:
During the past year the breeding tests
which have for their object the develop-

for bis memory the blur of an adventure In which he had played the part of
a gallant gentleman and she a grateful
He was beginning to feel
lady.
ashamed of the conceit that had misled
him. Down in his heart he was saying,
"I might huve known it. I did know it
She is not like other women." The
perfect confidence that dwelt la the

ment of a large egg producing strain of
the Barred Plymouth Rocks have been
successfully continued. The results aro
nearly prepared for publication and a
bulletin will be issued very soon.
Experiments upon various causes as
a if ec ting the fertility of eggs have been
studied, such as the effect of keeping
while beeggs in open or in closed cases
held tor incubation, the effect of high

"Well, that coin purrhnscd your name
ito his
rapt faces of the ο
for inc."
that
r.^on
ing
tin·
,i..;
wondering mind
"You say you obtained that coin and low
temperature upon eggs being
this girl could do no wrn.jg.
^from
the porter ou the Deliver train?" held for incubation, the effects of rest"And, Aunt Yvonne," she said, in conI
after
hours
two
got
"Within
ing eggs after being shipped by rail beclusion, "the luck which you say is aboard."
fore incubating. Also the effects of
mine as birthright asserted itself. I es"Well, that coin purchased your cooling eggs both much and little during
caped unhurt, while .Mr. Lorry alone name for me," she said calmly, candid- the incubating process in cold rooms and
in warm rooms have been studied, as
possesses the pain and uupieasautness ly He gasped.
also the different methods of turnof our ride."
don't mean that you"— he have
"You—you
ing eggs while in the process of incuba"I possess neither," he objected. "The stammered.
i.iu. The results of these experiments
pain that you refer to is a pleasure."
"You see, Mr. Lorry. I wanted to are
nearly ready for publication.
"The pain that a man endures for α
came
who
man
of
a
name
the
know
Experiments have been continued upon
woman should always be a pleasure,"
American
an
what
of
nearest my ideal
the area of floor required for different
*aid Uncle Caspar smilingly.
should be. As soon as I saw you 1 sized llocks.
"Hut it could not be a pleasure to him knew that
Among the lines of work planned for
you were the American aa
are the comparisons of
unless the woman considered it a I had
grown to know him through the the ensuing year
and
pain." reasoned Miss Guggenslocker. books—big, strong, bold and comely. eggs from liens of different ages
under different systems of feeding with
"He could not feel happy if she did not That is
why I bought your name of the reference to their hatching. Many of
respect the pain."
porter. I shall always say that I know the more common methods of feeding
"And encourage it," supplemented the name of an ideal American—Grenhens for egg production will be comparme
remind
do
not
Lorry dryly. "If you
fall Lorry."
ed and the breeding tests will be conMiss
Gugoccasionally that I am hurt,
Her frank statement staggered him tinued from the high laying strains. An
genslocker, I am liable to forget it" almost be.' ond the power of recovery. inquiry into the causes of infertility of
learn
To himself be added, "I'll never
how to say it in one breath."
"If I were not so soon to part from
and,
you, I should be your physician,
like all physicians, prolong your ailment interminably," she said prettily.
"To my deepest satisfaction," he said
warmly, not lightly. There was nothfurther from his mind than servile

ing
flattery, as his rejoinder might Imply.
"Alas," he went on, "we no sooner
meet than we part May I ask when
are

to sail?"

"I—I am honored." he at last manto say. his eyes gleaming with
embarrassment. "I trust you have not

aged

found your lirst judgment a faulty
one." lie felt very foolish after this flat
remark.
"1 l.av;· remembered your name," she
said graciously. li!s heart swelled.

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

you
"On Thursday," replied Mr. Guggenslocker.
"On the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse,"
added his niece, a faraway look coming into her eyes.
"Wo are to stop off one day, toAunt
morrow, in Washington," said
means of life and of the enYvonne, and the Jump that Lorry's
of life of thousands of
he
was
that
was
so
mighty
heart gave
nfraid they could see it in his face.
men, women and children.
to
"My uncle has some business
To the men Scott's Emultransact in your city, Mr. Lorry. We
the flesh and
and
there
sion
tomorrow
are to spend
Wednesday in New York. Then we
so necessary for the
sail. Ach, how I long for Thursday!"
and the
cure of
His heart sank like lead to the depths
losses from
of
from which it had sprung. It required
he was
no effort on his part to see that
disease.

Scott's

Emulsion

is

the

joyment

gives
strength

consumption
body
repairing

his infatuation. Thursday
was more to her than his existence.
She could forget him and think of
Thursday, and when she thought of
Thursday, the future, he was but a
of the past not even of the presalone

In

thing

ent.
"Have you always lived in Washington, Mr. Lorry?" asked Sirs. Guggen-

slocker.

"All my life," he replied, wishing at
that moment that he was homeless and
free to choose for himself.
"You Americans live In one city and
then in another." she said. "Now, In
our countiy generation after generation lives and dies In one town. We
not migratory."
"Mr. Lorry has offended as

are

by

not

any wasting
For women Scott's Emulsion ctoes this and more. It is
a most sustaining food and
tonic for the special trials that
women have to bear.
To children Scott's Emulsion gives food and strength
for growth of flesh and bone
For pale girls,
and blood.
for thin and sickly boys Scott's
Emulsion is a great help.
9end lor free sample.
SCOTT St BOWNE, Chemist·.
New York
40Θ-415 Ponrl Street.
50c. and$t.OO; all druggist·.

eggs is also planned.
The poultry work of the Maine Station is of high order. The interest in
this class of work is evidenced by the
great demand for the poultry publications.
The bulletins will be sent free to all
residents of Maine who apply to the

Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono,
Me. In writing, please mention this
paper.

The American Grocer gives some interesting statistics as to the character and
cost of the nation's drink bill, in comparing the consumption of alcoholic and
non-alcoholic stimulants. According to

that reliable trade journal, "the total
bill of the nation for stimulants in 1902
was $1,300,098,270.00; the average yearly
expenditure for the past live years was
$1,239,108,055.00. The record for 1002
represents a per capita expenditure for
stimulants of $17.33 for the 7·',003,000 inhabitants of the United States, or 4.7
The users of alcoholic
cents per day.
stimulants are ostimated to form onefourth the total population, on which
basis the per capita cost of alcoholic
beverages is $00.32. or 10 cents per day.
The total cost was divided as follows:
Alcoholic drinks, $1,172,565,235; non-

alcoholic stimulants, coffee, $149,891,030;
These
tea, £39,042,011 ; cocoa,$7,000.000.

figures seem to indicate that the American people drink more alcoholic than
non-alcoholic beverages, but such is not
the case. Setting values aside, more

coffee than any other stimulant is consumed. Beer comes next, and distilled
The
spirits and wine are last on the list. conquantities of the various beverages
sumed, as compiled by the American
Grocer, are as follows: Coffee, 1,408,910,304 gallons; beer, 1,381,875,437 gallons;
tea. 390.420,115 gallons; spirits and
wines, 157,200,554 gallons. Coffee is said
popularity,
to be steadily growing in
and the same is true of beer, its conthe
at
expense of
sumption increasing
that of more powerful and deleterious
stimulants, and not at the expense of
non-alcoholic beverages. The per capita
consumption of spirits has decreased
within tne last decade.
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Editor· tml

Λ. Κ. KoKBKS.

Tv.kms ·—$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.
ΑυνΕκτΐ9Κ*ΚΝΤ8
All lejtal advertisements
are *lven three connective insertion» for il-50
per Inch In len^h of column. Special contracts
ma<le with local, transient anil yearly advertls
—

Coming Events.
May H.-A nnual meeting ·>xfor»l County Sun
■
lay School Association, South Paris.
Hford County teachers' convention.
May

Ox tori.
■June i—' >xfor*l Pomona Grange, Heihel.
June lo.—Dedication of new 1'nlversallstchurch,
Andover.
June lo, 11.—Semi annual meeting of Oxfonl Association of I'nlversallsts, Andover.

Straw Hat Weather.
Silk Waists.
Old Ladles* Comfort Shoes.
Hd Kastitnned Tinware.
Probate Notices.
Appointment of Executrix.
Probate Notices.
Notice.
Petition for Koad In Woodstock.
Petition for Road In Lovell.
Notice.
Auction.
Petition for Telephone Rights In Paris.
Graduation Hats.

at hiram.

KI.EKRATES

twentieth

ι.υηι,κ

was

letter sent

field of Lockout Mountain, Tenu. It is
of tine workmanship, and bears on its
live sides and handle the following inscriptions: "May 7, 1SS3, May 7.
"Hiram Lodge. K. of 1'.. No. 39." "F.
IV "Lookout Mountain, Tenn."
"From M. S. Gibson, P. G. C."

B.

Cornet

solo, American Polka. Mrs. Lena Han-

Address, "Financial Condition of the Order,"
by Geu. WWW G. *»inlth. Grand E. R. S.
History of Hiram Lodv'e. by Henry W. Mer·
.rill, of Hiram, Pa-t Grand Vice-Chancellor.
Music, medley, "Good o|<l Summer Time," by

A-lilress, "The Opler Universal," by P. G. C.
L. EMer.
A<l<lre&*, "A Member'* Duty," by I. M. Mr
Doutai, of Booth l>ay, G. V. C.
Saxophone and h<>rn duct, by M re. Thompson

Ilun. l.-taa<

aii't Mrs. Hanson.
"
by
Address, "Karl ν Da ν s of the Op 1er,
I hate, l"H>t Supreme K'praMnbilUe.
Address, "Social PythlanUm," by Hon. E. C.
Itcvnolds. I'. (J. C.
March by the Orchestra.

Jo-vph l·

The music of the orchestra was excellent. and was several times encored.
The addresses were eloquent and inspiring. and the history of the lodge gave a
graphic and vivid account of the indomitable struggle of the lodge after the
burning of their hall destroyed every
vestige of its contents.
The supper fully sustained the reputation of the ladies of Iliram, and was
enjoyed by 300 persons.
The public services continued till '.· I'.
SI., when some -■">·· Knights went into
An appropriate address
secret session.
of welcome was made by Brother J. E.
which Grand Chancellor
to
Stuart,
Bucknam responded in an eloquent
speech, acknowledging the cordial ami
royal welcome received. Mr. Clarence
Kay of iliram, one of our progressive
farmers, received the degree of Page
from Hiram degree team, the rank of
Esquire from Crescent Lodge of Standish, and the rank of Knight from the
"Plumed Knights" of Frveburg.
The exercises closed at 2 A. M., the
Iliram Lodge giving three cheers for the
visiting Knights. About SO Knights
remained to finish the ice cream. The
committees performed their
several
varied and arduous duties in an admirable manner.
It may be added that teams were provided to take visitors to Iliram Falls and
other points of interest.
of the twenty-four charter members
four have died, and eight were in attendance. Much credit is due to the faithful
and loyal efforts of the Sisterhood, and the
day aud its pleasant memories will linger long with all those privileged to be

present.

The Mt. (ilines (iold
PARTY

A

OK

BUSINESS

Fields.
MEN

VISIT

THEM.—PROFESSOR I.EE PRONOUNCES
Til Κ

M

THE

MOST

PROMISING

QUARTZ VEINS IN MAINE.
On Tuesday a party of about sixty
business men of Maine, from Brunswick,
Bath, Portland, West brook, and other
towns, visited the property of the Mt.
Glines Gold and Silver Mining Company,
Plantation.

(ilines in Milton
from Lewiston by special
Falls, where carriages
Kumford
train to
were taken for the drive to Mt. Glines,
A dinuer was served,
some seven miles.
after which the company's property was
inspected. A tunnel has been put into
the side of the mountain for several rods,
and above it, on the same veins, a shaft
has been sunk. The ore carries gold,
silver, lead and copper, varying in value,
according to assays made by a Montreal
analytical chemist and assayer, from 81β
The company have bought
to $33 a ton.
all the mineral rights in this section,
comprising a tract six miles long and
So far 20 fissure veins
one mile wide.
of ore have been discovered crossing the
mountain region from north to south.
Six of these veins have been opened, and
samples of the ore assayed showing a
similar combination of gold, silver, lead
on

Mt.

They

went

and copper.
Professor Lee of Bowdoin College, who
was with the party, made a careful examination of the g >neral trend of the
veins, and the openings made, and pronounced them true fissure veins. The
tact that the veins are parallel, said the
professor, shows that they belong to a
system. "I have no hesitancy in saying," remarked the professor to a reporter, "that these are the most promislooking quartz veins I have ever seen

bicycle

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Harness and Horse Collars !
large

good

prepared

Summer Stable Blankets,

Coolers, Robes,
Whips, Brushes, Etc.

W. 0. & G. W.

Frothingham,

—

STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

.»o

%··«

t\i

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me.

$io for Nickel Trimmed,
$12 for Genuine Rubber Trimmed
*|>ring.
price*.

Niyle·,

get

|>rice«

grades,

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5raSGesSVohree,tucker

ALMOST
AS

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

GOOD
AS

A

DAILY

Papers One Year ior $2.25.

NEWS-

Heavy Team Horses. PAPER.

CASTORIA
Hi Kind Yd Han Aimais Bought

just

pairs

PARLIN'S Pain Powders

Wheeler,

PARLIN'S Warranted Spruce Elixir

Harrow Teeth.

good

pounds,

RE-YI-NO—A famous
famous

SALESMEN WANTED.

ing

Harness

Single=Strap

just

F. C. MERRILL,

in Maine."
The width of the different veins varies
from a few inches to four feet. Specimens of the ore were cut from the veins
and given to the visitors, some of whom
carried away a small bag filled with
them.
The Mt. Glines Gold and Silver Mining
Co. was organized a short time ago, ami
h composed of leading citizens of Humford Falls. The prospect for development of the property is bright. The
officers of the company are as follows:

physician

prescription by

îRNEST P. PARLIN, Prescription Druggist,
South Paris,

professional trips through
June

President—J. Albert NUe.
Mana*er-W. N. McCrilUe.
Treasurer—Ralph T. Parker.
General

Clerk—Arthur F. Morrison.
Director»—J. Abbott Nile, Κ.Γ. Parker, Stan
le/ Blebee, A. E. Morrison, W.S. McCrilUe.

A Kennebunk woman has sued the
Sanford & Cape Porpoise Railway Co.
for damages done her by the noise of the
road's powerhouse which is near her
home. It is the first case of the kind in
Maine.

thoroughly

South Paris,

Alphonse

navel made «>f wood from the kittle

son.

Underwear.

Frothingham,

Orchestra, of Portland.
Ρ raver, by Rev. Hervey H. Iloyt, of Hiram.
Adiire-». "Twenty \ ears Ajby Col. E. C.
Mllllken, Augusta. Grand M. of E.
Music, trio, by Misses Cram. Spear and Eullerton, of the Orchestra.
Address, "The order To-day", by Hon. Clarence L. Hucknam, Grand Chancellor.
Reading of letters bv Rev. H. H. Iloyt, from
Lieut John W. Hubbard, of the Capitol Police.
Washington. D. C.. the lirst Chancellor Com
mander of the Lodue. William J. Landers, P.
G.C.; Montgomery S. Glbsou, of Tennessee, P.
G. C.

ringing

Summer

^___
complete.

Suit Cases.

as· a red letter «lay.
the 2<>th anniversary of the
lodge. and having recently paid the
last dollar <»£ its debt, the members
decided to celebrate. The day was tine,
and the ο mmodious public hall was
now
tilled. The lodge
ninety-nine
members, and the two halls and store
J. Everett Stuart,
arc valued at
I'ast < 1 .in. «m nr. presided with his usual
tact and ability.
The following program was carried
out:
.Selection. "The defender", by Zylplia Ladles'

Pythias. No. :îi>,

Mr. Gibson with his

Repairing.

Trunks, Bags and Dress

Thursday, May 7, 1!Ό·'ί, will long be
regarded bv llir.tm Lodge, Knights

a

Baptist Church.

styles

anni-

STORES.

Soft Fancy Shirts.,

pleased

VKKvVKY WITH GKANI> l'KO«. UAMMK.—

It

BLUE

The Correct Dress
Shoe this Season.

DISTINGUISHED SPEAKERS PRESENT.

of

—

WANTED !

acknowledged

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Pythian l)ay

Long recently.

In Memoriam.

Died, at tho Maine General Hospital,
The house of Dexter Wiley was burned
25 able bodied men that understand
The fire started I 'ortland, Mrs. Eliza (Bean) Swan, wife 1
Monday morning.
and road work. Good pay I
arming
65
F.
Nathaniel
years,
Mr.
aged
such
c
f
Swan,
made
and
around a chimney
quick
has î nd steady work for six months.
Swan
Mrs.
and
10
Mr.
months
saved.
G
days.
was
work there
nothing
of months, and
Address,
Wiley lost $250 in money and his sister «en sick for a number
londay, April 20tli, she was moved on ( )XFORD DEMOCRAT OFFICE,
$r,0. The house was known as the
underier bed to the hospital, where she
Powers place.
South Paris, Me.
went a surgical operation with encouragMr. Balph Cousins is at work in TortEach season finds the popularity of the Soft Fancy Shirts increasing,
for
Unexpectedly
recovery.
land.
ng reports
the beet
which
her
came
of
news
sad
death,
the
he
/e believe our new assortment of the various styles and colorings
Three young ladies united with
Boot and Shoe
stock is com·
the
when
now
Congregational church Sunday, May 10. ccurred April 2(5.
selections
make
Better
v e ever showed.
your
Mrs. Swan was born in Bethel, Oct. 10,
I have established a repair shop at J. F. Plum-1
The remains of I)r. Byron McKeen
Prices 50c., 75c., and $r.oo.
837, and was the daughter of Kimball , icr's «tore. All kinds of repaire on boots, ehocs I ρ lete.
You will find just what you want.
were brought here for burial May 11.

Patent
Leather
Shoes

ere.

Job Printing
New type, fast presses, steam
power, experience·! workmen ami low prices
combine to make this department of our busl
nese complete an<l popular.

NEW

R. F. D. routes have been inspected
and applicants for carrier have been
examined.
A. A. Farrar, Jr., of Brockton, is visiting his parents.
A telephone has been put in Hotel

Fryeburjf.

Bethel.

Mies Mellie Richardson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ebenezer Richardson, died
at the home of her parents Friday evening. Funeral services were held at her
late home Sunday afternoon, conducted
by Rev. Chas. N. Gleason, pastor of the
Congregational church.
Tuesday, tho W. C. T. U. held their
annual meeting at the home of Mrs. L.
T. Barker. The following officers were

F. A. Robinson has lately returned
from a visit to Massachusetts.
A. D. and Mrs. Park of South Paris
came over Monday leaving their team elected :
and boarding the train for Rumford
President—Mrs. Surah Billing*.
Falls to attend Probate Court.
Vice-Presidents—Mrs. Martha Chapman, Mrs.
nd Maria (Russell) Bean. She has one t nd rubbers.
Mrs. Richard Chase and son are to
Lewis Irish of Rumford Falls is visit- Ο. M. Mason, Mrs. Addle Andrews.
Treas.—Mrs. L. T. Barker.
irother,_Mr. John D. Bean, who resides
the summer with her mother,
BUXCnARI) STUART.
spend
ing his people here.
Rec. and Cor. Sec.—Mrs. E. W. Chandler.
q Massachusetts, and a half-sister, Mrs.
Mrs. M. B. Barker.
M;ilno.
Mrs. Wells of Portland is at Hotel
b
Sou
Paris,
Bethel.
Mr. A. F. Lewis has returned from lary A. Darling, living in East
Wednesday, Mrs. 0. M. Mason returnLong visiting her brother, Col. BradIr. and Mrs. Swan were married in the
ed from a throe months' trip to Cali- Washington, D. C., where he has spent
bury.
Their children are Carrie M.t |
ear 1855.
months.
several
fornia.
Mrs. Lyon and Harry Lyon arrived
believe our
C. M. Irish has been to the lakes reWe recommend and
Our stock is
dfe of '/. W. Bartlett, living in East
was started in the woods near
auxiliaries
A
lire
the
from Annapolis on Friday, and Lyonsden cently with a
missionary
Wednesday,
They
party of four.
of
Blake,
wife
iethel
George
; Leona,
the most economical for you to
church met and Jockoy Cap Sunday afternoon and spread
is reopened for the summer.
caught 28 that would average about S of the Congregational
5c. cream colored Balbri gan Underwear
in Maiden, Mass.; John N"., living
A programme of music and recitations lbs., one Τ 1-2 lbs. Stan Bisbee of Rum- elected officers. Foreign:
very rapidly as there was a great amount iving
elastic wrists and ankles. Drawers
of underbrush. At one time it was η Bethel; Charles G'., who is in Washuy. Made long or short sleeves,
was given at the entertainment of the ford Falls lost that
"mighty" big one as President—Mrs. J. U. Purlngton.
on the
lives
who
and
the
at
Black Underwear 25c.
houses
of
the
II.,
George
several
feared that
ngton;
Blue Underwear is nice, 50c.
seat.
I'niversalist Circle Wednesday evening. usual.
Vice-President—Mrs. K. C· Chamberlln.
ave
Secretary and Treasurer—Mrs. F. S. (. handler. lower end of Main Street would burn, iome farm.
Three numbers were given by Miss
this summer, $1, and
comfort
Parties from this place went to Bear
for
solid
them
nd 50c. Union Suits—Try
Mrs. Swan was highly esteemed and
also the eutire set of buildings on the
llayden on the mandolin. Miss Hayden Pond, stopping at the Buckfield cottage, Maine:
her exemplary character and
for
and
oved
fair
Oxford
$1.
West
underwear
visits
on
former
grounds.
here
Annie
Cross.
Medium
h;is played
50c., 75c.
before,
weight
il.40.
recently, without success in the line of President—Miss
Vice·Président—Mrs. II. N. Upton.
Bev. Mr. and Mrs. Ε. T. Pitts are jenial bearing with all. She was a true
to the place, with pleasure to the au- fish.
Collector—Mrs. Ceylon Howe.
in the parsonage. A re- riend and peacemaker: she wore a smilhas
added
constant
housekeeping
but
study
dience,
A little the finest diagnosis we have
carried it to
ception was given them at the vestry ng face through life and
much to the linish of he^ performance. heard was where a man wanted a true Λ. Μ. Α.:
There was a good lie grave. As a wife she *was to be
President—Mrs. Martha Chapman.
Thursday
evening.
She was enthusiastically encored at statement in relation to the condition of
Collector—Mrs. L. Valentine.
number present.
•raised; the heart of her husband did
each appearance. Dancing was enjoyed a sick woman. lie reported that the
iafely trust in her. As a mother she
NORWAY.
after the entertainment. Only a fair doctor said that there was one chance in The meeting was addressed by Mrs.
SOUTH PARIS.
Newry.
was devoted to her household, and tho
of Portland and an interestnumber were present.
a hundred for her, and that was agi'n John Gould
life
her
till·
of
things
self-sacrificing
O.
growing,
green
quiet,
uemory
The members of the Junior C. E. her. Mighty finely drawn, but the ing letter was read from Miss Rend, who
Tlic bright thing.* blooming,
ivill be fondly cherished as that of a
has taken the place of Mrs. Gould's
Kill the happv life around us,
Society are specially invited* to attend woman lives.
to
has
who
are
rootlier
faithfully and well dene
in
Sets our own aglow.—
the meeting of the senior society WedThe boys have not mentioned the fact daughter in the missionary work
Anil our hearts am ujuvanl winging
lier work, and the dear willing hands
the
nesday evening.
of their playing a game of ball with the China. Miss Gould was one of
With the fluttering anil the singing—
be
low hold sweet lilies of peace.
For the May 1* jutt as witching
Harry Lyon has received an appoint- Hebrons Saturday. Next Saturday the Christian martyrs in the terrible Boxer
Funeral services were held at her
As the Mays of long ago."
ment as cadet in the United States Naval Hebrons are booked for this
stock of Harness and Horse Collars
uprising.
place.
E.
F.
Having received a
liome in East Bethel, April 20, Rev.
Miss Hva Barker has gone with friends
Academy at Annapolis. He took his
to show extra
Mrs. Ε. B. Knapp has been quite sick Barton
are
we
Harley Kawson goes every afternoon
from
a
was
direct
factories,
large
officiating. There
examinations for entrance last Tuesday to coach at Hebron. I hear,, by-the-by, in New Hampshire ami her brother now for several weeks.
The doctor proittendance of sympathizing friends and
values.
and Wednesday, and a telegram receiv- that he experienced a run^Way on one occupies the house on Iligh Street.
of
the
bowels.
nounced it catarrh
relatives. One son, Charles C., was
We also have a complete stock of
Mi. Charles Demerritt lias purchased
ed on Saturday announced that he had trip.
Miss Olive Powers who has been assist- unable to be
present, also her sister, who
Kev. Robert C. Johnson, of the Boston the Grcenleaf Emery farm in Newry ing her sister, Mrs. Edgar Coolidge of
passed. He will leave June 10th for a
Relatives from away who
was sick.
practice cruise such as starts the course Theological School, preaches at the M. of Elmer Ingalls of Portland.
If you will call at our
Upton, through the winter and spring, were present were Mrs. Leona Blake,
A three seated automobile, owned by has finished her
for all midshipmen—probably to the E. church Sunday. There is no regular
and reengagement
Bean of Massachusetts,
John
D.
Mr.
rewas
of
the
is
receivnow busy
Mediterranean. He
Poplar Tavern,
proprietor
be
will
we
turned to her home.
store
supply. It is said ministers are very
Mr. and Mrs» E. Blake, Milan, Ν. Π.,
ing the congratulations of his many scarce. Base ball probably pays better. paired Friday at the machine shop of the / Mr. Dennis Kilgore who was so severely True Duston,
Mrs. Mertie Sanborn, Berbrothers.
Ilerrick
on
his
success.
friends
A. W. Ko.val of Paris was in town
to show you
injured by an accident nearly a year ago
Charles and Ernest Shorey,
The I'niversalist sewing circle will Thursday calling on army comrades.
Tuesday evening, the animal church at Poplar Hotel, had not yet regained his lin, Χ. II., The
casket was surrounded
Portland.
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call
followed
roll
tho
meet Saturday afternoon with Mrs.
to
by
supper
do
ride
out
and
Fred Record and G. W. Tilton went
health. Though able to
many different
and covered with wreaths, pillows and a
Austin Stearns.
the lakes Thursday. If they can dis- held in Garland Chapel.
a small amount of light work, a very litof fragrant llowers. Hoartfelt
profusion
Jordan is loading potAoes tle
C.
Mr^ra
of
the
took
it
him
at prices to suit all.
may
angleworms they
exceedingly.
pose
fatiguos
W H ITT Κ MOKE DISTRICT.
sympathy is expressed for the bereaved
for the market. Many of the farmers
be a good venture.
Miss Ellie Thurston, Miss Macnette unes who have so
Call and inspect our stock before you buy.
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thorn
Bradbury's
can we in any way oblige
give
A big tire has been raging on Pleasant
of fresh horses
QUICK ARREST.
received,
back the
Kimball
Leslie
vacated
house
buying
Packard's
estate,
of
Dr.
by
how
we.
in
are
if
also
one
and
their
us
part
not,
names,
Mountain f<>r three days,
J. A. Gulledge of Verbena, Alabama, also several
of Cleveland Brown, and Mr. Lapham.
to assess a tax ujV>n such persons'.' If one
West Denmark woods, destroying a good old homestead
good driving horses.
from a severe
has bought the cottage and
Phil- man can
of
Brown
said
Gideon
and
Mrs.
Mr.
tho assess- was twice in the hospital
Sibley
evade
deal of timber.
successfully
24
tumors.
of
the
case
Kilborn of Bethel, adelphia are visiting at L. M. Mann's. ment of a
piles causing
Mrs. Frank Barton of Bethel is taking some land of E. S.
poll tax by refusing to give
W. J
situated by Songo Pond.
Mr. Mann and Mr. Sibley spent the most his name, all may do so. Wo would like After doctors and all remedies failed,
care of her mother, Mrs. J. Fogg, who
Salvo quickly arrested
Arnica
Bucklen's
will be held to- of last week on a iishing trip tq the to know if there is
services
funeral
The
South Paris, Me.
Better results than
is very sick with pneumonia.
any provision of law
cure Headache in 20 to 60 minutes.
and cured him. It
morrow, the 15th inst, for the son of Mr. lakes and report a catch of 37 lbs. of bv which we can oblige such parties to further inflammation
other
from any
aches and kills pain. 25 cents
powder.
and Mrs. C. P. Pingree, and they have fish.
North Buckfield.
disclose their identity—give us their conquers
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes Drug
sincere sympathy of all.
FOB MALE
names, and answer all questions askMaggie Heald is teaching school on theMrs.
Penley's baby is still very sick
ed." Tho point raised is a peculiar Store, Norway.
East Sumner.
Sumner Hill.
12 nice working oxen, from 6 1-2
it may speedily recover.
one and was never before brought before
Josie Monk is teaching school in the and all hope
this
in
till
boom
a
place
to 7 i-2 feet.
building
Quite
tho
assessors.
term.
this
district
Bumpus
A grange hall, a store, a new
season.
Better results than
One pair of horses, 6 years old,
West Sumner.
cures sore throat, cough, croup, etc.
Lucius Record visited Hebron Grange
railroad station, a 50-foot extension to
Here and There.
sound
and
last week.
other
E. G. Doble is moving into the rent the corn
from any
weight 1500
cough remedy.
packing buildings and a boardSome of Charles B. Damon's cows are over the store recently purchased by his
workers.
house and ell on the docket, and
sick with what they call tuberculosis. son, W. E. Doble, as he has opened a ing
that
is
announced
It
seventy-five
per
L.
E.
PIKE,
work has begun on most of them already.
One has been killed. They are afraid general merchandise store.
of the New York peach crop is
received a new lot of
Israel F. Gammon is putting up a cent
I have
South Waterford, Maine.
the whole herd will have to be killed.
ruined by frosts. Can it bo that New
Mrs. J. J. Abbott is moving to Rum- barn about 105 feet long.
B. F. Heald was at Norway on busi- ford Falls, having sold her place to C. P.
York is to furnish a companion piece to Harrow Teeth and can now furnish
Win. Hayford, on the Barrell place in
a
ness the 15th.
the annual news itom regarding the
and C. E. Dunham, who will at once ocHartford, is putting up a 150-foot barn,
customers with what they want.
Clarence Foster has ten or twelve men cupy it.
The best
failure of tho Delaware peach crop?
my
in
the
as
for the Stomach, Blood, Liver and Kidney».
as
county.
any
long
probably
A Mr. Clinch has moved into the
cutting off the lumber on his Damon lot
it.
medicine.
from
arc in good demand.
obtained
be
Try
can
at the foundry.
that
wanted
results
Carpenters
any
Old
iron
necSalary or commission; no experience
near our place.
Handy rent so called.
outllt
Great improvements are being made
The Arkansas view of the fish and
essary; mntiey advanced for expentes;
A. F. Mason has commcnced buying
Gilman Heath has moved in with his about the station
Guaranteed
our
for
Solicit orders
FREE.
yard.
game business is a little different from
wool again this spring.
son, Herbert Heath.
Nursery Stock. Write us at once for terms
The citizens of the place have had to the Maine view. A law has been enacted
and secure the best territory.
William Coffren has got an increase
Harrison Bonney injured his hand bad- turn out two afternoons to fight forest
in that state making it a crime for a
of two dollars per month on his pension. ly recently, breaking his thumb.
MAINE. THE R. G. CHASE CO., MALDEN, MASS.
fires. It is said to bo the dryest time non-resident to lish or hunt at any sea- SOUTH PARIS,
E. D. Heald has bought some more
Mrs. L. L. Gardner has returned to ever known here for the middle of May.
Maine
Bon of tho year.
Next door to Post Office,
will
in
our
wife
real estate
her home. Maddie Ford and
place.
It is awful.
live with her.
A Few Dont's.
1VOTICI !
Clarence Bucknam's little girl Maud,
Denmark.
Don't smoke an old pipe to the door
East Bethel.
We carry a full line of
Oculist,
Dr. Austin Tenney,
and
broke
fell
the
in
while
yard,
running
The fires which have been burning on
in this vi- of a church, a hall, or neighbor's house, wishes to announce that he will reare
Roads
repaired
well.
being
is
She
doing
Pleasant Mountain the past ten days her leg.
20 horses, two-seated
thinking that it will not dieturb any ono ι
cinity.
when Vou enter, for the scent of your lume his
were subdued the 14th by Mr. Fred San10 top
River drivers are clearing the river of
South
Rumford.
4 surries, 4
breath will permeate the whole atraos- ] îorthern Cumberland and Oxford
born and a large gang of men.
etc.
You can get your
ι nice three seated
In Lace, Congress, Oxfords, or
Mrs. Belle Jones from Auburndale, logs, pulp,
( bounties about
ι st, continuing :arriages
Fire on the plains at West Denmark
phere.
from
returned
has
Mr. F. P. Bartlett
Mrs.
etc.
robes,
harness,
also do
We
have a turn-up or a pug nose, !
whips,
here.
If
wagon,
burned over 100 acres of Chas. Bean's and Mass., is visiting her daughter,
fitted
you
feet
sumthe
ι
will
st.
intil Nov.
spend
Massachusetts and
busidon't put on airs and turn up that nose
Will lease stable to run
Eugene Davis. Her son George came mer on the farm here.
•>0 acres belonging to G. W. Gray.
his brotberit more conspicuous,
Mr. C. O. Wood is making extensive with her, and is working for
higher,
making
This is a nice, clean
sisness.
(
is
her
Bean
Mrs. Melinda
vidfting
business.
in
the
milk
but
Mr.
a
Davis,
when you meet person you dislike,
in-law,
v
repairs on his house.
No \
stock and excellent
ter here, Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
little
and
Allen
Edward
has
Mrs.
deformand
Mr.
and
is
it
be
Mr. A. H. Witham,
courteous,
perhaps your
reported,
j
C. C. Kimball and daughter Clara from
Will sell on easy terms.
Mr. and
Otherwise it
will bo unobserved.
Man to make
At The Bcocbes, Parte Hill.
presented a nice bell for the church at son are visiting their parents,
Ν. H., visited at C. M. Kimball's ity
F. B. FOGG,
in their sum- ;anlcn, and have care of grounds. One who la
Mrs. F. P. Putnam, and sister, Mrs. Milan,
into
account
taken
will
bo
East Denmark.
(
Mr. Kimball had his lot in
last week.
can
South Paris, j 1. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman. F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
Mr. Geo. Webb lost a nice cow by Arthur Sloan.
|, althful, obliging and handy desired.
and a handsome ming up, and this remember, others
3, 1903.
Viay
the
up
graded
cemetery
few
a
Arthur Guy Putnam entertained
as ill of you as you can of them,
sickness a few days ago.
CHARLOTTE F. UAMMOND.^I. D.
Home Telephone GalL 103-5.
for hi· wife, Mrs. Olive think
erected
tablet
it
a.
and perhaps with good reason.
Andrew» Hooae Stable Call, 10S-13.
I May U| 1906.
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12.
Mr. A. C. Pendexter has accented a friend· Wednesday evening, May 0,
Bartlett Kimball.
being hla 20th birthday.
position in a drug store in Portland.
Rev. II. II. Bishop,
1'reachlng every Sunday Ht II a. m.
M. Junior C. E. at 2:30 P. M.
Sunday School at
Y. F. S.
Sabbath Evening Service at Τ 30 τ. M.
C E. Wednesday evening at 7:30 r. m.
Prayer
Thunufitv
Covenant
at
7
Meeting
evening
MceUn* the last Frl-'ay before the let Sunday
of the month at i 30 r. M. All not otherwise con
nected are cordially Invited.
I nlverwallst Church, Kev. J. H. Mule, l'aster.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. *·
Sunday School at 12 a.
Hmt
Pastor.

Proprietor·.

GEO KG Ε M. ATWOOD.

ALL

Paris Hill.
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&
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Hired Man Wanted.

j

Livery Stock for Sale !
buggies,
(open),

carriages,
bicycle

livery

:ompetition.

opening.

~

Old Ladies' Comfort Shoes !
comfortably

livery

Juliettes.

repairing.

5MILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

ïhe (Otford
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Rov Porter is at home from the Uni-

versity of Maine for the summer and has
taken his position as clerk in the store
of W. A. Porter.
Advertised letters in South Paris post

1

office

—

:,·.·

t;

quartette

choir
the Eirst
Congregational church sang yesterday
two compositions by Mrs. Briggs, that
have recently been published, "Only
Waiting," and "E'er the Sun Goes
The male

Pleasant Kebekah Lodge, Si·.
nd and fourth Fridays of each
Fellows' Ball
u
Κ. Kimball Post. No. Its, meet*
.V
t.,tri Saturday evenings of each
til IB ti· v K- Uall.
m,
Kin·ball Kellef Corps meets first
κ
w'
evening» of *»ch month, In

■V

IS:

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richardson and
their friend Arthur Murray of Portland,
drove to Lewiston, Sunday to meet Miss
Percie M. Staples of Portland, who is
to visit tlieiu for a few days.

Régulai
Pari» Lodge, No. '.H.
i-vonlng on or before full inuon.
.*>!■- Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
;
.,
... ,·.· -nlng of each week —Aurora
t. :.r*t and thirl Monday evening*
M.

May

*'r. 15. ti. Ponney.
W. H W right.

-r\rnu mketisoî».
\

Mrs. Fred Scott has some furniture,
crockery, bedding, etc., for sale.

Rev. H. S. Pink ham exchanged pulpits with Hev. E. S. Cotton of the Norway Baptist church Sunday.

»

»

Look out for your seats for the opera.
Sale opens Wednesday morning.

Ε. E. Chapman is moving his barn
forward toward the road, on to the
foundation built in the fall.

CHURCHES.
Kev. W
Κ
Church.
M-i ( " un-eatlonal
pastor. Preaching services, 10:*
w, ι. Π
..ι i·. m.; Sunday School 12 R.; Y
:
t.
V It P. R.. Church prayer meeting ot
μ
I ,, IV cvcutn* at::» o'clock. AU. not other
; une. W-I. are cordially Invited.
Pottle, Pastor
ti hurxh, Kev. A. W
a
V'n-lav. morning prayer me-tlng.
n.-^rWe 10:45 A.M.; Sabbath Schoo;
R.
6:15
v.
Meeting,
•worth
League
κ
,.ir meeting 7 P. M· ; prayer meetly
··,
> rldayevening.
,·. cx-dng ; ctass meeting,
;'·
,rrh, Kev. II. S. Plnkham, Pastor.
:
preaching service 10:45 a. r.; Sab.
i: μ.; μ raver meeting 7:00 P. R.;
TT„r cetl ag Tweed»* evening.
V .v
st Church. Kev -1. 11. Little, Pastor.
...
ο every Sunday at i :30 P. R., In
>m lay School at 3:30 p. R.
Ne» ll.i

.·

Two Thousand More Voted.

rair

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Miles of Portland
(dally, Sunday, ,
Sun,l»y ""'Τ have been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Hilton.
3:3S P.
8:4'

«wO-ΙΟΛΟΑ. H-,
Included).

tally. Sundays
r i
rxi*·

some

Mrs. C. W. Bowker spent Friday and
Saturday at he Auburn Hatchery with
Muriel.

RAtLWAÏ.

Coamidig Sept. 38« l;<"2.

ώ1η

could only have

Charles H. Elder, Esq., of Boston, I.»
here visiting relatives.

SOl'TH PARIS.
ι«Bcc

we

M 'iint

at

Down."

SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
%

CHURCHKA.
•
«·οη<1 Congregational Church, Ι^ν. Β·
liUeout ^
Pastor.
Preaching service Sunutt
,0
Sabbath School. 12:00 M.\ Men
Γ rayer Meeting at 6 :S0;

RUNS WlTHOU'

A K1PPLK.

The business of the special town meet
ing Saturday afternoon was expeditious
Iv done, and with surprising unanimity
The meeting was called to ordei
punctually by Town Clerk Wheeler
The attendance did not exceed one hun
dred.
lion. James S. Wright was unanimous
ly elected moderator.
The second article, to see if the town
would vote to raise two thousand dollan
additional to the eight thousand raiseci
at the annual meeting to complete and
furnish the high school building, was
taken up. Judge Wilson for the building committee presented a written report, the substance of which was published in the Democrat last week. It
shows in brief that the committee had
decided after consultation with the architect and the lowest bidder for the contract, that two thousand dollars more
would be required to complete and furnish the building;and the committee then
decided to lay the matter before the
town rather than involve the town in any
expenditures not voted for.
Walter L. Gray moved to raise the
■?20(M). The motion was stated by the
moderator, who gave an opportunity for
discussion, but none was forthcoming,
and after waiting a short time lie put
the question. There was a good chorus
of "Yes" and not a single "No." The
treasurer was authorized to hire that
sum when needed, and it was voted to
have it assessed after the assessment of
the $SUO<> voted by the annual meeting is
completed, and on similar terms.
For building the new road laid out by
the county commissioners near Streaked
Mountain the sum of SôOO was raised, to
be assessed next year, and the selectmen
were instructed to build the road this

Man
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GREAT

TOO

Λ

RISK.

Store

May

for

FRANKLIN HARRIS,

Optical Specialist.

THE CARL LAMSON

Portland, Mr.. will open η
BRANCH SUMMER SCHOOL·

Of

son.

At South Paris, June 18,1903.

Kalis, May 7, to the wife of Chas.

Butxiltt a -on.
M. II. McKeen
In l'urls, May 8, to the wife of

Advanced students
do well

Married.

|

yean.
Reed, widow
In Koxburv, May 9, Mrs. Hannah
of John Keni, ajjed s;» years.
son of Dr.
In Canton, Apr 'ii), Clarence Henry,
!i months, lii
and Mrs. H. T. Tlrrell, aged 10years,
days.
88 years,
In Norway, May 4, Sarah Lord, aged
4 months, 17 davs.
Stearns Davis,
F.
Mary
9,
In Norway, May
23 days.
aged 6i: years, 11 months,
infant daughter
In Norway, Apr. 2G, A va II.,
months.
of A. L. Wyman, aged 2
WiUou of Byron, I
Eugene
i2,
Andover,
May
Iu
age I about 20 years.
Alonzo F. Cole,
In New Gloucester, May 11,
Pingree, aged IS

years
of Mr.
In Bethel. May 8. Melvlna, daughter
50 years.
and Mrs. Ebenexer Klclni'iison,aged

I

of the Town of Paris:
Pleawnt

the
reprebeiits
^alley
that It desires to conetruct

Telephone lines
Company,
In said town of

Paris, set poles
this
stretch wire for same, and It askslines,
so construct
to
for
board
permit
honorable
under
set
and poles
the lines to be constructed
may select
the supervision of any officer you which It Is
on
The highways and punllc ways
viz.:
telephone
κ;·νΓ..ν

and

as follows,
desired to coiixtruct lines are
to Georee S Hou·
from George A. Jackson's,
F. swifts, Kichard
tellc's, thence to Ambrusc
From
H. Gates' and Charles H. Dudley's.
Post Office in Paris
George S. Huutelle's to the the Street past the
thence
along
llill village,
of Mrs. J. K. HamAcademy and the residences
corner near I
mond and II P. Hammond to the thence
along |
II.
Cummlngs,
Wallace
the farm of
from Paris
the old road to the main road leading said main I
across
thence
Paris,
South
Hill to
road leading from
road, Into anil following theBrook
road, so-called,
said main road to the StoDy
Parlln, also I
Fletcher
of
as far as the residence
ou the main road to
from the above named point
of the
the
From
junction
Walter Twltchcll's.
near L. K.
1'aris Hill and South l'arls roads
George
Stone's to the Saw Mill, now owned by

W. Cole.

ings."

County

ν-1

and Newton A. Bryant

of

Greenwood.

division

curing

a

stray

many

COOL, DRESSY, SHAPELY, DURABLE. Both cheap
and economical. Our Clothing, our Methods,
and our Prices are RIGHT.

J. F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

new

and

Boy's

Parle.

Weather that is liable

arrival of

and attractive

the

ever

styles.

straws

1

wool,

cents

shapes.

Black

$1.

3
3

3

No! I did not ilk lor "bottle any
did ask lor
cheaper, or twice aa large, I

PERRY DAVIS*

■PainkilWf,

are

I Tennis Goods

we

BACKETS,

com

A.

7.S8

9.00

Squares.

Art

Tapestry

see

them.

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

Marltot

as

Square,

ΜΔΙΚΓΕ.

PARIS,

SOUTH

GRADUATION
HATS !

See
before
our

our

line of Graduation Hats
Also
elsewhere.

purchasing

line of White Gloves.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Draperies,

50 cts. to $5.50

*Η"Μ"1· I Ι ·Μ·Ί I I I Π I 'M 1111 I'M·
Agent for

Other

I
::

The

Eddy

|

Refrigerator.
The Best In the Market.

M 11111 1 1 1 1 I I 1 Ι Π Π H 11

a

window.
a

pair.

it

Large Line

of

niRNITIIRF
Γ U Π 11 I I U Π L

·

F. A. THAYER,
Grace

Thayer, Proprietor.

for the summer

have

ever

CASTORIA forlofrntsiodChldrea.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO,

shown.

campaign

with the best line

91.00 to 88.00.
NETS, 81-50 to $9.30.
BALLS, 95 cte.
new

At the

F.

6.75

Billings Block., South Paris, Me.

A"

bottles^

I white dog has
good looking yellow an
have b
piesesilon that t e owner can
Ini|uii
charges.
and
paylr.g
proving property
Stable.
1 at Andrews House
LADE.
WALTER V.
1 South Parle, Me., May 11, 1903.

N.

at 75

$5·^3

yards χ 3 yards,
yards χ 3 yards,
yards χ 3 1-2 yards,
1-2 yards χ 4 yards,

Call and

Maine,

prepared

for l
anil will not have any »ubititutc.
and there
have used it. roy lather used It,
aa
good.
Is no substitute
Sold everywhere. 35c. and 50c.

FOUND !

2=ply quality
per square yard.

Sash Curtain Rods & Fixtures.

Foster,

B.

stock. All

extra super

Also

and Children's Straws.

H.

our

Portieres, $2.50 to $10.00

Full lines of

in Men's Hats up to $2.

SQUARES.

2 1-2

comprises
fancy

cents to

106-3.

Don't fail to look at

to

Plain and

sailor

popular

bands from 25

fancy

shapes

new

SOUTH PARIS, ME,

Square,

ART

of
A true copy of said Petition and Order
1
i-ourt thereon.
Attest :—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk

Our

hat.

straws in

We

i

$5.00 Up.

Telephone

Now it's Tennis.

A

Hen's Norfolk Suits,

all the time, and hot weather demands

warm

Tap!

Is On

Attest:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Into my

CLOTHING

granted.

hand.

at

112-2.

petitionexpedient,

application

Norway,

DOG

Smiley,

Hot Weather

provide·!,

County or oxford, hh:
Hoard of Couiity Commissioners, May session,
r.*a.
UPON the foregoing pétition, satisfactory
evidence having been received that the
Into the
ers are responsible, and that Inquiry
It Ih
Is
merit» of their
meet
Commissioners
the
that
County
ORDERED,
I'oml,
Ιιι
House
Bryant's
at the Glen Mountain
•lune -I, i;«{, at nine of the clock Α. m.,
menand thence proceed to view the route
tioned In .snld petition; Immediately after
anil
the
of
parties
a
hearing
which view,
their witnesses will lie had at Home convenient
and euch other measures
the
Iti
vicinity,
place
as the Commissioners shall
taken In the
And It Is further Ordered, that
ju<ip> proper.
Comnotice of the time, place and purpose of the
to all
mlssloners' meeting: aforesaid lie given
bv causing
Interested,
and
corporations
persons
order
tills
and
of
attested copies of said petition
the
thereon to l»e served upon the Clerk of
also
Town of Woodstock. in said County, ami
In said town
posted up In three public places
Ox:ind published three weeks successively In the
In
ford Democrat a newspaper printed at Parle
said County of Oxford, the first of said publito
notices,
other
the
cations, anil each of
be made, served and posted, at least thirty
end that
days before said time of meeting, to the
all persons and corporations may then ami there
If any they have, why
shew
cause,
and
appear
be
the prayer of said petitioners should not

for the

expensive

Telephone,

fore I shall not build fence around the above de·
scribe·· northerly and westerly paît of lot 11,
as will
range 8, which will hereafter be known
land of Maine.
ANNA F. FLINT.
Albauy, May 8th, 1903.

to

grow

j

I

or

Weather is

I

IA

[

of

Maine.

Lace

It is OkPursuant to the foregoing petition,
thereof be given by
DEKEI* that public notice
Democrat, the last
publishing It in the Oxford
fourteen days benotice to be published at lean
June, A. D. 1903,
of
3rd
day
fore Wednesday the
will be held at
on which clay a public hearing
Paris
village, at
South
at
I the Selectmen's ofllce,
at which time and
two o'clock in the alternoon,
the location
affected
be
by
to
piace any persons
And the selectmen
asked for may bo heard.
notice as above
I hereby endorse that t-ueh public
this petition to
lent
suili
upon
o.dered shall be
affcctcd thereby.
I the residents and owners to be
men
F Κ A Χ Κ LI Ν MAXIM,) Select
of
JESSE C. HOWE,

}
J

Norway,

State Treasurer.

PLEASANT VALLEY
TELEPHONE COMPANY.
By L. K. Stone, Its President.

H.D.HAMMOND,

very pretty and not

Thomas

Carl Lamson Violin School,

of Mr.

j

Sotlce Is herebv given that I shall not occupy
lin; part of my farm known as the northcrlv and
westerly part of lot No 11, Ranges, In Albany,
meaning all of my Illrch Hill lot lying north and
west of a spotted line around my pasture (being
the southeast comer of lot above named). There

are

you
line.

our

ADDISON E. HERRICK,Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
A I.BERT D. PARK, Register.

NOTICE.

they

amount of work and quality
goods.
Blouse
ONE LOT of Suits, Novelty Goods, Blue and Black,
Stitched Straps and Buttons, Unlined
with
Trimmed
Jacket,
$10.00
Skirt Trimmed with Straps, only
to
see
or
Skirts, try
are thinking of new Waists, Suits
If

named.

Commissionr«glster pupils, To the Honorable Hoard of County
:
er·» in and for the County of Oxford
address,
of
We, the undersigned citizen* of the towns remost
said
In
County,
stoi
and
ebam,
Lore)!
convenience
common
spectfully represent, that
:nd nece'-slty require an alteration In the hltrhni t Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Kast Stoneham,
we.v leading from North I.ovellto
tlie Gam10 wit: Commencing near the foot of
CARL I.AMSON, Director.
near North
mon ΙΓΙΙΙ, so-called, which Is situated
ADELRKRT SJOHOLM, Manager
on the
said
hill
around
l.ovell; thence to proceed
said
north-westerly side, and to Intersect with
the
and
said
of
hill;
(he
top
STATE OF MAINE.
IiIkIiwiv at or near
discontinuance of that part of said highway lying
the
terminus,
and
between the commencing point,
Treasurer's Offlc,
forth.
or place of Intersection, as above set
Augusta, April22,1903.
l>ated ut Lovcll, Maine, March 23,1903.
or tract» of land I
the
following
townships
Upon
K. McA LISTER and others.
LEWIS
not liable to be taxed In any town, the following
assessments for the state tax of 1903 were made [
STATE OF MAINE.
bv the Legislature on the 28th day of March,
1903:
COUNTY OF OXFORD, ss.
Hoard of County Commissioners, May session,
OXFORD COUNTY Wil l) LANDS.
1908.
$ 40 50
eviKryeburg Academy Grant,
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory
219 so
A 1, Hlley Plantation,
dence having been received that the petitioners
153
«2
Λ η'lover North Surplus
into the merits
and
that
Inquiry
are
responsible, is
04 OH
Andover West Surplus
expedient, IT 18 ORDERED,
28!» 77 of their application
C,
Commissioners meet at the
151 05 that the t.ounty
C Surplus
Λ Son In North
tlarrlman
822 85 store of George
No. 4, R. 1, Rlchardsontown
nine
at
Village, August 25, lt«03.
838 03 Lovcll
No. 5. R. 1, Magalloway Pl.,
and thence procced to
a. m.,
clock
of
the
007 20
No. 4. R. 2, Ailanutown,
said
petimentioned In
route
the
235 98 view
No. 5, R. 2, Lincoln Plantation,
a
which view,
after
375 37 tion; Immediately and their witnesses will be
No. 4, R. 3, Lower Clipsuptlc,
2:14 27 hearing of the parties
No. 5, R. 2, l'arkertown,
had
at
some convenient place In the vicinity
273 24
No. 4, R. 4, Upper Cupsuptlc
other measures taken In the premises
258 24 and such
No. 5, R. 4, Lvnchtown
commissioners shall judge proper. And
1!» M as the
No. 4, R. 5, Oxbow
Ordered. that notice of the time,
200 40 It is further
No 4, R. 0, Bowmantown
of the commissioners' meeting
207 8!) place and purpose
No. 5, R. 5. Pamiachence,
be given to all persons and corpora137 50 aforesaid
Bacheller's Grant,
of
tions interested, by causing attested copies
be
said petition, and of this order thereon, to
TDIItKU AND (i Κ ASS ON BKSKRVKD LANDS.
of
Lovcll,
town
the
served upon the clerk of
* 1188
C, R. 1, W. B.K.P
and also posted up In three public
1188 aforesaid,
No. 4, IM, W. li. K. P.
In raid town, and published three weeks
23 70 places
No. 4. R. 2, W. Π. Κ. Ρ
Democrat, a
Oxford
the
In
successively
15 84
No. 4, R 3, W. Β. Κ. P.,
at Paris, In said Coun8 5S newspaper printed
No. 5. R. 3, W. IS. Κ. Ρ
the llrst of said publications, and
10 5t ty of Oxford,
No 4, It. 4, W. Η. Κ. Ρ
notices, to be made, served and
Η 24 each of the other
No. 5, R.4, IV. lï. Κ. P.
of
at least thirty days before said time
7 92 posted,
No. 4, 15.5, VV. li. K. t».,
tfiat all persons and corporathe
end
to
"Κ meeting,
No.5 R.5, W. Β. Κ Ρ
shew
cause,
and
then and there appear
8 25 tions may
No. 4. R. 0. W. Β. Κ. P.
the prayer of said peti35 If any they have, why
Tract north of No. 4, R. 0, W. Β. K. P.,...
tioners should not be granted.
791
R.
1, (Riley)
A,
F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
ATTESTCHARLES
3 90
Andover North Surplus
A true copy of said )>etltlon and order of court
7 01
C Surplus,
thereon.
ORAMANDAL SMITH,
Attest:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
For further Information

Died.

To the Selectmen

would

20 Lessons "«»'; $6

1

^Rwwetfully

to

well as beginners
send for pros pec tue.
as

Kinder Class,

Kev. .1. II. Little,
In S· ulh Paris, May Its, by
and Mise Ina Leetta
Mr < liarlts Henry .Mait'.n
Curtis, both of West l'arls.
Rev. .1. 11. Little,
In South Parle, May Hi, by
Mise l/.a Loretta
Mr. .John Albert Porter and
Parie.
West
of
Curtis, both
.1. II. Lltt'e,
In South l'arls, May 12, by Kev.
anil Miss Nina 11
Mr. iluilson Knight of P.iris
Houghton of I'.ri.nkllue, Mas®.
E. S. Cotton, Mr.
In Norway, May 13, by Kev.
Miss Wealthy
Edward Κ Harris of Madison anil
M. Cox of Norway.
I'. F. Mnrston,
Rev.
7,
by
In Lewlston, May
ami Miss Edith
Mr. John Neal of I'tumfo'rd Kalis
E. Lee of Auburn.

of C. P.

This year

premise»

Violin School,

Norway, May 11,
Lewi», u 'laughter.
I). Merrill,
In li> run,-ia> â, to the wife of C.
a .ion.
of Chas.
wife
tl'C
In Kumfos'il F.'lls, May 7, to

son

commencing |

week

one

Jewelry

Pierce's

J.

iS.

J.

to the wife of William Λ.

aged 68 years.
In Albany, May,

Tucked
PEAU-DE-SOIE Waists in White, Blue, Pink, and Black,
$9.00
made,
and prettily
*
eirirta!

experienced

by

NOTICE.

Born.

In South Paris, May 11. infant daughter
ti weeks.
and Mrs. I.. W. Hollla, aged
W. Thunne, aged
In Oxford, May 11, George
months.
II
70 years,
W. IL Uriltln.
In West Bethel, May »l, Mrs.
8* years.
In oxford. May 11, John Jordan, aged
C. Brlggs.aged
Harriet
In South l'arls, May 13,
711 vears. 11 days.
aged 1!»
lu Urownlleld, May 0, Frank Boynton,

they see cause.
LUCY A. OSGOOD, late of Hiram, deceased
will and petition for probate- thereof presented
by George W. Osgood, the executor therein

$3.98

summer,

To the Honorab'e the Court of County Commissioners for the ounty of Oxford, next to lie
holden In said County of Oxford, at Pails, on
the twelfth day of May, 1903:
a town way
Humbly show the subscriber* that
In the town of Woo· 1st» ek In suld County of Oxf rd, beginning ner.r the farm bulldicgs owned
and occupied l>v ll.iraee K. I.litlelleld on the
north side ot the Grand Trunk Railway of CanaIn
da, In said Woodstock, and running easterly
the most feasible route across land of A. S. Hry·
nut and land of S. G. Wyir an to the County road
i>e of
near the buildings of S. G. Wyman, would
asking
great public convenience; that a petition
Se
to
the
lor "aid loeatlon was duly presented
lectin un of said Woodstock bv the subscribers
of
first
the
May,
on
day
hereto, who thereafter
be
1!*'3, gave written notice of their intentions, to
I have all sizes in watering pots or posted for seven day », In two public places in
of
the
tin- said town of Woodstock, 111 the vicinity
an
made
the termini thereof: and
nropo.-cd war, givingnotice
smith. much better then the usual factory In
said selectmen did
pur nance of said
goods. 4 qt. 25. (5 qt. 35, S qt. 45. 10 qt. inert as tltcrcln stated at the time and place
viz.:
May 9, 1903, at
rustless iron 10 named !n said notice,
55. 12 qt. 05;
S. G.
three o'clock in the afternoon at
view «aid pro·
to
qt. 05, 12 qt. 75.
and
proceeded
W\man's,
or
municipal
P"»ed wav, but mid Selectmen
oflleere did unreasonably neglect and refuse
to lay out or locate said way, or to report
of Woodstock,
u location thereof to the said town
NOTICE*
but refused so to do on the said 9th day of May,
Wherefore your petitioners, considering
The subscriber hereby (fives notice that she has I 1903
such refusal, prav that
bc.'n iluiv η (imitated executrix of tlie last will themselves aggrieved bv
to law In such case
ami testament of
your honor* miiv, agreeably
such way, (this petiloeate
made and
Μ Α ΚV Ο. ΤΙ BHKTTS, late of lllrani,
from such refusal)
in tiir County of Oxforil, dcceaeed, ami Riven tion being wltnln one yiar
thereon as is by law
boi ds an the law directs. All person* having and take such further action
In suet' case made and provided.
demands njttiinst the entitle of said deceased an
1!»3
Mav
li.
anil
Woodstock,
the
for
earec
desired to present
settlement,
II. Κ L1TTLKFIELD and others.
:i!l indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
ETTA STA KHI Κ t).
May 12th, 1903.
STATE OF MAINE.

I shall he at

Λ Certain Cure for Chilblains.
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Font·Ease, a
powder. It cures Chilblains, Frostbites, Damp,
At all Druxgtete and
Sw -utinif, Swollen feet.
Shoe Stores, 25»:.

M ({hou le-., a
In KuintorU

Register.

PROBATE NOTICES·
To all i>ersons Interested In cither of the estate
hereinafter named ;
At a l'robate Court, held at Rumford Falls
In and for the County of Oxford, on the sccom
on<
Tuesday of May, In tne year of our Lord
thousand nine hundred and three. The follow
in# matter having been presented for the actio:
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It is herebj
Okdbhed:
That notice thereof be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to in
published throe weeks successively in the Ox
tord Democrat, a newspaper published at Soutl
Parts, in said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at Krveburg, 01
the first Tuesday of June, A. D. 11)03, at 9 of th<
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon 11

|

Many Children nre Sickly.
Mother (jinn's Sweet Powders for Children,
bv
Mother Gray, a nur»e In Children'»
used
Home, New York, breïik up Colds In il hours,
cure Feverl h ne»», Headache, Stomach Trouble»,
\t
Teething Dl-orders, ami Destroy Worms.
Ad
all Drujifflsts. 2ftc. Sample malle i FREE.
drese, Allen S. Olmsted, Lc Roy, Ν. Y.

η

said Court

looking
Just the ones you have
black and white peau-de-soie waists. All new goods, spring
styles, several grades in black.
Front
ONE LOT of China Silk in Black and White, Tucked Back,
Pearl
Buttons,
$9.08
Sleeve,
with Lace Inserting, Tucks, Bishop
of
Clusters
and
White,
pin
ONE LOT Dotted Silk Muslin in Black
Tucks Front and Back, Embroidered Cuff, Collar, and Straps
A cool, stylish waist for
down the front, Bishop Sleeve.

J. K. Chase, So. Paris.

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

I

■JOHN R. WELD, late of Canton, deceased
first account presented for allowance by Mai
gery C. Weld, administratrix.

Silk Waists.
Dainty, Cool China
Good values in
for.
been

galvanized

■

J

William H. Atwood stand !

sprinklers

In almost every neighborhood someone
has ili«>d from an attack of colic or
cholera morbus, often before medicine
could be procured or a physician summoned. A reliable remedy for these
diseases should be kept at hand. The
risk is too great for any one to take.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and I)iarrhtea Remedy has undoubtedly saved the
lives of more people and relieved more
pain and suffering than any o'her medicine in use. It can always be depended
upon. For sale by ShurtlelT & Co., E.
P. I'arlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;

successively
published

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK,

SILK WAISTS!

the estate

1
At a Probate Court held at Rumford Falls,
and for the County of Oxford, on the second Tuei
day of May,In theyearofour Lord onethousan
nine hundred and three, the following matte
having been presented for the action thereupo
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obukkkd :
That notice thereof be given to all person· it
terested, by causing a copy of thia order to Ij
in the Oj
published three weeks
at Sout
ford Democrat, a newspaper
at
that
may
appear
they
1'aris, in said County,
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on th
of
th
at
nine
D.
A.
J
1908,
of
I third Tuesday
une,
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon I
:
see
cause
I they

J

at ι o'clock p. m., the

a

|

howevoj.

»SS

Saturday, May23

man)

»

....

ON—

OLD FASHIONED TINWARE.
By arrangement with an old fashioned tinsmith I can furnish old fashioned
tinware made in the old fashioned way
from old fashioned xx tin, the kind grandfor some time.
father used, the kind that wears almost
I a lifetime. Prices no higher than you
Mr. Joseph Pominville, of Stillwater,
1 usually pay for the factory tinware which
Minn., after having spent over $2,000 is getting so poor that it will almost
stomach
troubwith the best doctors for
rust out the first foggy night unless
le, without relief, was advised by his wrapped in cotton batting and put in the
a
to
box
Mr.
Alex.
Richard,
try
druggist,
oven.
10 qt. milk pails 25 cts., 12 qt. -30,
of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver 14
qt. 3δ; 6 qt. milk pans 16, 10 qt. 25;
Tablets. (ledidso, and is a well
2 qt. dippers 10, steamers 25, milk straintoday. If troubled with indigestion, ers 25, quart ndlk cans 10, 2 qt. 15, 4 qt.
bad taste in the mouth, lack of appetite I
25, wash boilers 1.25. I also have facor
constipation, give those tablets a tory made tinware as good as can bo
trial, and you are certain to be more than found anywhere at lowest prices.
pleased with the result. For sale at 25
WINDOW SCREENS.
cents per box by ShurtlelT & Co., E. P.
Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
Exceptionally good values in screens.
At 13 cents a strong window screen
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
walnut stained frame covered with good
town
clerk in
Edwin P. Trafton,
wire cloth, 15 inches wide, 25 inches
apparently despondent long pulling open to 32. At 25 an ornaGeorgetown,
ill
health, hung
through continued
mental screen fancy beaded frame extra
self by a strap from a beam in his barn wide 25
inches, 27 long opening to 34.
a
widow
and
leaves
three
He
Thursday.
WATERING POTS.
sons.

l

F.—Elm Tree Colony, So.
M™"}'
of eael
-ooJnd and fourth Wednesday evenings
Miss Stockbridge spent several days
here assisting in the rehearsals for the
p'?-ntn' <: c —Sorwav Commandery, No. 247
neets le. <'.nd and fourth Thursday evening ol
opera "Princess Bonnie."' She returned
r. Κ 11ι.
each month
"«·'
but is exported here
irt- grange· from May 1 to Oct. 1, home Thursday
tM t fourth Saturday; during the
again this Monday afternoon and will
A. M<»nt Chase was in town the lirst «>1
r the year, meet* every Saturday, Id
remain until after the production of the season.
rt
a
session
after
The
adjourned
meeting
'■
Commissioner Freeman anil crew
Second and fourth .Yondaye of opera next week.
of less than half an hour.
have cleaned up Main Street anil imThe South Paris W. C. T. U. held its
—St Ην I'.rook Lodge, No. ltd,
^
proved the condition of the other village
annual meeting Thursday afternoon.
Base Ball.
an ! fourth Wednesday evening?
thoroughfares during the week.
The follow ing are the principal officers
: inilln Lodge. No. 31, meets every
The free show at the Opera House has
elected :
The June Bugs played a return game
at Pythian Hall.
r.
vi
for all during
President—Mrs. L. R. Berry.
w
i,L-n of America —South l'art*
with West Paris at the school yard Sat- been a great attraction
v
Tiles
-<nd
fourth
meets second
W. L. Bonney.
afternoon, and inflicted a second tin· last few evenings. Verv many paid
Secretary—Mrs.
urday
I" uoldea Cross Hall.
i
lS
Treasurer—Mrs. Ε. E. Chapman.
defeat upon them. The West Paris boys j well for the entertainment,
λ Hard Λ· Moulton's
cottage on 1 ike s
were allowed two scores, which they |
ί (Jeorgia l)ean of Buckfield
The Social Circle <>f the Baptist church
j t
will be t.ie most
ou a wild throw, while the June | Hill when completed
made
v< s iu town a few days last
will give an entertainment at their vesiccoiposomewhere from 15 to IS attractive and pretty place in
up
Bugs
piled
of
this
week,
week.
try Wednesday evening
—the number seems to be a little unFrank
Starof
readings by
*
Tarr's new boat and club house
m·! -"■» arc the dates >et for consisting
certain.
M r.
"Princess bird ami music, followed by a social.
on the outlet of the lake is
η of the opera.
Shurtletf's ice cream and cake will be
Λ very decisive victory was won on
withtlec
enpancy. It is well supplied
Bonnie
for sale. Admission 10 cents.
the fair grounds Saturday, when the tT
k Taylor and Miss Phyllis
the Norway j
defeated
Hill
Second
Paris
j|.v
Jackson of Waterford was
Will the persons who have the follow»
.·
Second by the overwhelming score before the municipal court Monday on
lays with relatives in litiekbooks belonging to Mrs. Cora S. High
ing
of ;52 to S. Fourteen of the visiting
tieM last week.
lit was
kindly return them at once, as team's runs were scored in the first comidaint of one Whitcomb.
Mrs.
discharged bv the court on condition
in Rhyme,
-j j,,. i:,t.nit daughter <>f Mr. and
they are needed : "Musicians
after tor Chihlhi'od's Time.' " The breat rone inning. Cole pitched a verv good game
I u Ii li> died Monday niiiht,
for Paris, while he was backed up very j
of MilPoets." "Music and Morals." also the
v weeks of life.
well by Newton Cumminge. There were ton Plantation pleaded guilty
game of "Musical Dominoes."
the
is
on
ί
or
extending
piazza
features
u..
remarkable
j i
imeley
plays
of intoxication. Ue paid a, flne ο Uo
house
;,· easterly side of his
A party of fishermen consisting of either side except Lyon's unintentional
1
Street.
U.S.
iukluuu,
Cole,
Rev.
B.
Strout,.
Crockett,
lotible play, batteries,
,.n Pleasant
George
Fred W. Bonney and Frank A. Taylor uid Cummings: Brown anil Mixer,
t seats for the opera opens
Τ ,·
of
South
Arm
at
the
last
week
k Wetlnesday morning, at the spent
The challenge game between Paris
1;
Richardson Lake. They returned home
interested
Co.
School and the Old Timers was hall The meeting of those
st,.ri· of F. Λ. Sliurtleff xV
High
and
success
g«>t»d
Saturday, reporting
called to Ol der by Chairman G. S.
4
o'clock
off
at
Thursday
Inly pulled
\\ Dudley of At water, Minn.. bringing in twenty-three of from one to
.1
to arrangement by
* xviiV at T. F.
llathaway's the live pounds weight. The live pounder afternoon, according
he parties, and considerable interest
,·
,t ; ^t week, and they will remain «.is Rev. Mr. Pink ham's prize.
committee counting of
The game ran quite A
ivas displayed.
M
II.,WP
li. Sanborn, H. H.
A
here f«i a
Miss Lottie (Jiles* side of the Bach •venly until at the end of the ninth the
Ilebtard ami II. L.
F Hall and wife of Kansas Club have decided to entertain the other •tlirial score showed 0 for the High
[i.
II
W1R chosen.
Chief engineer (»eo.
re visiting his parent*, A.
side by a hayrack ride and picnic to Mt. : School and "> for the Old Timers. Then
v. M
wUh his two assistants,
■
ila .»ii ! wire, and will be iu Maine Mica, next Saturday, May --Id, if the 'urtis of the Old Timers claimed a
I hey have engag- •core which he said he made in the third John 1' Cullman and T. P. Richardson,
weather is favorable.
until the tir>t of June.
on hose race·,
ed two large hayracks, and plau to start nning. where the score book showed a « ill serve as a committee
and Walter
t
u <>f the Universalist parish
the square, at 9 A. M. Members sipherfor the Old Timers. After more while Arthur N'orseworthy
from
r the evening of Wednesday,
the music.
to carry
and
was allowed by the Ste ims will look after
be
the
score
to
talk
are
>r
less
prompt,
requested
-to act on any business that
ti... .· ·;·
The old ladies' home is to become.
picnic dinners. If the tfJd should not be 3igli School boys, thus making the reme Wt'ore n.imI meeting."
may
a pleasant day the picnic will be
post- mit a tie. and they went on for the tenth
this
Har M (ianimon. formerly of
poned to the first Saturday in June, as nning. In this inning the old Timers
thirty-two
χ*
;.n···.
sergeant in the artillery the last Saturday in May is Decoration ; •an in Ί and the High School 1, making
and the property
:
S. Army. itlHninl at Day.
he final score 8 to 7 in favor of the Old
I rimers. The High School boys accept
t., its new owners. It only remains
: ·ο. Va., is at 5>«*»uth Paris for a
Μ
F
On Suuday afternoon about a hundred
are
them
of
some
t
as
a
defeat,
though
thirty 'lays furlough.
members of Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., and
to regard the result as tainted
of South Paris the Pythian Sisterhood observed Pythian nclined
: ν···1 meeting
Λ
vitli
suspicion.
V
rp ration Tuesday evening. Sunday. They tirst proceeded to Riverand side Cemetery and decorated the graves
At Hebron Saturday afternoon Hebron
to hiMi- the report .«f the otticers
r.ike :ii 'i"!i on the matter «»f another if deceased knights. then to New Hall j >econd defeated Paris High School, 12
Mis. Freeland Howe.
Rev. \ ο 0.
to the Γniversalist church service.
On Tuesday afternoon, the slaughter
hyilnmt on Pine Street.
Mr. Little gave an excellent sermon from
lit I! KO Ν 2ND.
j/.mv
IlOUSe Hi Uilllica 1 IVVI^V VI»
mi er> of the high school class
Τ
A.B. Κ. Β.II. Γ.Ο. Α. Ε.
the text, "Behold, how good and how
Insured. Cause unknown.
was burned.
,,·
»
Mi.ple an uuannouneed eall on
«.»
I···""
*
*
*
t.f
?
?1 ! \o lire alarm was sounded because of
iawyer,
.11
t.
1»
1.!«».» iivunitlcr
!1Πΐ) Ι'
0
1
1
3
».8
J the inability of the lire department to
in unity." The platform was flood, 3-b.
5
■'uller,
in
with a handsome pair of aether
1 ? β î <> reach
5
decorated with plants and iatirWCvl'l, 2-b..-.
the property with the lire apparahandsomely
of
his
"'ri.,
in
:i-»es,
regconitiot»
0
··:■. ri
4
2
1
5
vo loch, c.f
the occasion.
There was no hydrant near the
tus.
in the prepa- dower* for
4
>·> κι assisting them
«■•π
r.f
Joyle,
11 1 0 0À place of the lire.
0
4
,111m .η, l b
^
ί the draina "Messmates."
rati
0
0
1
1
3
Κ. E. Andrews started for Iowa for
.abbe, c
li. A. K. .Memorial Services.
4
0
1
1
4
V right, ρ
Will
Tln»>c who agisted in the Kebckah
more horses the first of the week.
0
1
of
l.f
members
lallord,
order.—The
^ ^ return about May 22d.
Special
_0
ment are reminded of the fact
entcrt
and
Relief
Tost
K.
Kimball
Corps
»
7
27
10
12
37
thai t
While Mrs. il. L. Bartlett and the
Totale,
Friday evening of this week, Wm.
A. R. Hall on Sunday,
that they. wit!» tlieir wives ami sweet- will assemble at G.
children are visiting at Lovell for a few
PARIS HIGH SCHOOL.
to
P.
o'clock
at
M.,
24th,
sharp,
is employing his time
heart·». ar invited to j«»in the Kebekahs May
A.B. 8. B.ll Η.Ο. A. E. flays, the doctor
We shall attend the services of the Universalist
s·
0
s
in
kl time after lodge.
I* 1-'»
in building a bath room in his house on
trlgge,
0
1
4
Memorial ser- ierry, 2nd I
church to be held at 2SiO.
be<: sapp inted n<-t to see you all.
0 Main Street.
8
10
Little.
tearue, c..
mon by Rev. J. II
1
Frank R. Taylor has put upon the
0
2
at
this
h.*
IJole.
address
·π;»1
The M«-ri
I>ay
Ou
May :M>, "Memorial
"
Saturday.
s
»·»
lake this week a beautiful gasoline
llleld, p..
Brooks,
\
?.
1
E.
W.
\\
!i.
Kev.
for
1
given by
!rl<*iru
I! 3t.li.
,*)
;·'.ι
3 I
I)av", comrades of the post, detailed
H.,
trlggs,
launch. The boat is 20 feet long and is
ο
0
2
0
[>. I> ..f the Congregational church. that
pur pose, will attend to decorating ihaw, r f c f
η
0
a beauty truly.
0
1
5
1
ummlrrr·»,
1'r 'U'rai'
of the day will he given next the
in
the
buried
soldiers
0
0
2
1
graves of all
2
5
The village schools except the high
tecorU, l.f
before
week
Πα· memorial sermon
forenoon,
the
in
excepting
town of Paris,
will close next week.
8
3 grade
24
W
C
15
43
Κ Κ m hall Post and Relief Corps those buried in Riverside Cemetery at
Totals
The Pine State shoe factory's place of
w;!! h _iven hv Kev. J. II. Little of the South Paris.
bv
Score
Innings.
business on Main Street has been imUrrver>i' -t church next Sunday at 2:·'ϊ0
The members of the post and ladies of
1 2 3 4 5 « 7 8 tf—Total.
proved by the building of a new plank
F. M.
the Relief Corps will assemble at G. A.
4 1 700000 χ—12
lebron, 2n<l,
in front of the building.
platform
0—
«
0 3 1 0 0 0 1 1
The ladies of \ H. S
Κχ ιν ι· η- is in progress for the saw R. Hall, at 11:30 A. M.
Fred A. Cole of Westbrook visited his
Ka«e
12
noon,
out by Cole 7, KilleldS; Wrights
at
dinner
Struck
will
serve
the
the
Corps
in town this week.
m ii h
present
'·iiuic t.> be put up
m ball·* Klile'il 1, <°ole
2; Wright 1. Sacrifice people
to the comrades,—a two course dinner,
season by the Paris Manufacturing Co.
Rev. C. R. Tenney of Auburn visited
i!t< Hebron 2. stolen base» Hebron 4, P. H. S.
Berrv, l.ab'lie his
situated southwest the first course beaus and brown bread, '. Two-ba-e lilt Cumndngs, bv
Th··
.. will be
sister, Mrs. F. A. Danforth, Wednespitched bail
brown bread and I'hree base bit Kolloch. Hit
t!ie in >-nt buildiDgs. It will be HO the second course
day.
1
Patte·! bail I.ubbe 1. Umpire* II Ink
Fllield
and
doughTime of game 1
1:·" fei t. <>ue story with monitor roof, beans, with cotfee, pickles
B. F. Spinney Λ Co. will closo their
ey, Shaw. Scorer, Llndley.
lour 30 minutes.
in the style
f the other buildings, and nuts as extras.
Norway factory Saturday afternoons
iu
held
will
be
exercises
Memorial
with an eight-foot basement. Other imduring, June, July and August.
The line will
Sunday School Assoc ation.
at 2:10 P. M.
Another of Norway's town paupers
provements and additions to the plant New Hall,
2:1").
at
School
in
Market
Sunday
formed
be
Oxford
Square
The
County
has «lied, Sarah Lord. Miss Lord went
are projected.
Veterans of the Civil and Spanish wars \ssociation will hold its annual meeting to the farm some twenty years ago. She
<·· ι_ν M. Thomas, after along period
and Sons of Veterans, are invited to iu the Congregational church in South was a native of Norway, aged S8 years.
East
in
of ititu ini'v. died at his home
parade with us. After the exercises at I'aris, next Friday, .May 22. The special Her remains wore buried at Mechanic
Oxford, sear the Paris line, last Monday, Riverside Cemetery and the decorating md unusual feature of the meeting will Falls.
on
was
at Τ1 \.,u, of age.
The funeral
of the graves of soldiers buried there, be a Sunday School institute, conducted
Norway Lodge, No. 1(5, I. 0. 0. F.,
Weilue> i\ afternoon, attended by Kev. the line of march will be to the hall,
Mrs. Alonzo l'ettit of New Jersey, I and Mt. îlope Rebekah I,odge, No. 58,
t>y
Paris
of
J. II. I.ittle. and in charge
where exercises appropriate to the day with the assistance of Rev. E. A. Mason, attended services at the Congregational
! Masons, of which Mr. Thomas
will be held.
secretary of the Maine State Sunday church Sunday. It is the custom for
was a member.
Mr. Thomas was a
The memorial address will be given by school Association. The following is these societies to attend church once
fanner ind a highly respected citizen. Rev. W. K. Brooks, I). D., pastor of the the
the comprogramme as arranged by
each year in a body.
He leaves a widow and one son by a
church of South Paris, he mittee:
Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Seitz of New
Congregational
former wife. Elmer E. Thomas of the to be assisted in the general exercises of
MOKNINU SESSION.
York, accompanied by their children,
Andrews house.
Rev. B. P. Pickett. are visiting at I)r. B. F. Bradbury's.
the day by the pastors of the other 10:30. Devotional Service,
the
10:43. Appointment of Committees.
It is announced that on account of the churches of the village.
Mr. Seitz is the business manager of
An Addrt.s<—The Appeal of tue Sunday
Citizens of the town, with ladies, also 10:50. School to Modern Maidiood.
inves* _a· in of post office department
New York World. Ile was formerly a
of the town are
Kev. C. L. Parker I
a:iairs.
the discovery that rural free the teachers and scholars
Norway boy and knows all Norway peoinvited to be present to 11:15. Preparing to teach : Where? When '/ How?
delivery routes were being established most earnestly
C. II. Prl-ce, Knj. ple well.
these exercises.
as a
so fast that
Monday morning in the municipal
11:40. Topic: The Sunday School Teacher
by the end of the dscal year attend
Grixfill Stuart, P. C.
Rev. H. II. Bishop. court Stanley Barnard for intoxication
Soul Wluuer,
there would be a considerable deficit, n>>
in jail.
II. N\ Boi.stkk, Adjt.
Discussion.
®"ie of these routes will be establishe<l
was sentenced to thirty days
Π read
until after ju;v 1st. Special Agent Xor12:11. Λ η Hour of Good Fellowship with
Judge G. Willard Johnson of the Rumwas
in town
Breaking.
ford Falls Municipal Court
'D ha* recently been inspecting a numOxford Pomona.
AtTEltNOON SESSION.
j
on business before the Norway
ber of these routes in Eastern Oxford
Friday
The June meeting of Oxford County
conducted by
Court.
County, the list of those asked for in- Pomona Grauge will be held at Bethel 1:30. Song Service,
Rev. A. W. Pottle. Municipal
Mrs. James Favor visited her parents
cluding ne from South Paris, two from on the 2d «lay. Program:
1:45. Reports. (1) Treasurer. (2J Nominating,
week.
saine.
this
the
with action on
at Oxford
1'Uckheld, two from Canton, two from
Business.
2:00. The Next Maine State Convention.
Monday evening the Browning Club
Dixtield. and three from Rumford Falls.
Oxford
to
County,
M ueie.
Means
This
What
(a)
Elsie A. Favor on
Rev. It. S. Rldeout. held its meeting with
Kra<llng, Bethel tirante.
The county commissioners held their
anil
Paper, Mrs. W. K. H.'imltn. Discussion.
Deering Street. The reading is Stod(b) What This Means to Norway
week.
Wheeler.
C.
last
Alton
Franklin
«-range.
regular three-days May term
Music,
Paris,
dard's lectures.
KtMiling, ItoUQ'l Mt Grange.
an*i transacted a large amount of busiTHE INSTITUTE.
W. A. Bicknell and J. C. Shepard
M uslc.
On
ness. most of it of a routine nature.
:
2:30. Topic
on a fishing trip to the Rangetun'liii*. Norway Grange.
started
M nilav. the
(a) The Work.
C. K. Valentine.
are to be gone several days.
day before the term open- Sons, Mrs.
They
Methods.
leys.
(b)
ed. they went to Sumner on petition of
Pap* r. Bethel Grange.
Freeland Ilowe, who is enjoying his
Paris Grauge.
(c) Methods Illustrated.
K«-a>liug.
toare a
the town officers and discontinued two
6.00. Ifej ii-'ng together; giving thanks
annual outing at Upper Dam, reports exQuestion, Res lve<l, That monopolies
this country.
get her; eating together.
pieces of road in that town. One of the
gr>at li'essing to the people ofS. M. King,
cellent success with the line.
ailinuaUvc;
K.
Valentine,
C.
EVENING SESSION.
pieces is the road runuing up the valley
Mrs. Ε. M. Cook of Wostbrook passed
I
negative.
i
of Russell Hrook, to what is called the
7:30. Service of Sons le by
with her sou and family,
Paper—Bear River Grange.
Rev. Frederick Newport. the Sabbath
Barnet Thorn place, under Speckled
Keu ing, Pleasant Valley Grange.
Rev. E. S. C\ttuii. Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Cook.
7:4f>. Prayer,
Mule.
Mountain. Formerly several families
8:00. Institute Resumed.
Ed R. Jordan, while at work at the
lived in this valley, but now it has not State Master Gardner and Dr. G. M.
& Sons,
(a) Teacher».
saw mill of C. B. Cummings
Teachers In Training.
(b)
invited.
been
an inhabitant on that
road
have
the
of
Twitchell
escape from a
portion
Friday, had u very narrow accident.
(c) Teachers iu Service.
J. A. Roberts, Sec.
lit
which was discontinued, a mile anil a
In
sheaf
fatal
Teachers
gntberlng.
(d)
serious and possibly
half or more in length.
ii.OO. Benediction.
has worked for the firm for years in the
Knight-Houghton.
mill and is well acquainted with all its
The Gertrude Roberts Co. were billed
Resolutions.
needed re·
the
for three nights in the hall here, ThursThere was a quiet wedding at
parts. In tho morning a belt
our
has
Heavenly
It
Whereas,
pleased
of the
and Jordan went under tho mil
pairing
J
day. Friday and Saturday. Thursday Knight homestead iu the south part
to
wisdom
intinite
again
His
in
when Hudson Father
it. He passed beneath tho cut
evening they played-The Road to Ruin" town on Tuesday, May 12. of the town, visit .Julian Kehekah Lodge, and remove to repair
oft saw in a stooping position. Whei
to a house so small as to be
to a higher life ting
practically Knijjht, a well known citizen
call
and
midst
our
from
Miss Nina
he stood up his head came in contact
almost nothing.
It was, however, a was united in marriage with
II. Day:
The our beloved sister, Josie
the saw which was revolving at :
lirst-class [terformance, and very satis II. Houghton of Brookliue, Mass.
death of our with
in
the
That
Resolved,
J. II.
Rev.
Fri
was
by
high rato of speed. The saw cui
very
there.
and
performed
ceremony
factory to the few who were
sister a valued member'has left us,
the top of his head causing
through
Tw<
Little.
"Uuder
day evening they played
another link in our chain is broken.
that was dressed by a physician
wound
The bride and groom are the recipients
heartfelt
our
Hags' to a duplicate of Thursday even
Resolved, That we extern!
their numore and ho would have beei
'ngs house, but the quality of th» of many beautiful gifts from
of our de- An inch
sympathy to the relatives
killed in all probability.
thai
onr
performance seemed to be considerably merous relatives and friends.
and
hope
express
wishes of a ceased sister,
The good will and kindest
affected by the dull business. Saturday
a loss may be ordained foi
the newly even so great
FARMER STRAIGHTENED OUT
they packed up and shook the dust ο host of warm friends attend
doeth all things well.
that
Him
good by
on a farm near hor
^'Uth Paris from their soles, saying ver; married pair.
Resolved, That we drape our chartei i "A man living
in a short time ago complete]
uncomplimentary things of South Pari
for thirty days iu memory of ourbelovet came
doubled up with rheumatism. I hande
—which it must be admitted, from tlx
Violin Study.
sister.
of Chamberlain's Pain Bait
theatrical standpoint, are fully justilied
Resolved, That a copy of these résolu him a bottle
What we consider a rare opportuuitj
him to uso it freely and if no
of South Paris anil tions be spread upon tho records of this and told
lovers
music
the
for
This paragraph announcing the mar
after using it he need not pay
the violin will be th« lodge, a copy sent to the family of tin satisfied
Pa
riage of a well knowu South Parisyoun vicinity to study
for
cent
violir
I)eino
says C. P. Rayder, of
it,"
Oxford
tho
to
one
deceased, and
of the branch summer
"A few days later h
lady is from the Worcester (Mass.) G;i openinghere.
tens Mills, Ν. Y.
ol
for
the
is
crat
It
experience
publication.
as
school
zette of Thursday:
"Miss Katherine A
walked into the storo as straight
Phkbk F. Gkay, )
«& Sjoholm that niusi«
Royal of -til Park avenue and Arthur F Messrs. Lamson during
and handed me a dollar sayinj
Committee.
string
children'!
(· it a y,
the
II.
L.
Chamberlain
Joslin of M) sturges street, were marrie study in summer,
results
'give me another bottle of
T. S.McIntikk, )
a
gives much betterminds o!
at I o'clock this afternoou
Pain Balm. I want it in " the house
by Rev. I)ai vacation,
the
when
in
winter,
than
For sale fc
iel lloyt at his home, 3&> Lincoln streei
tho time for it cured mo.'
altnoe
are
Personal.
especially,
Soul
The bride wore a dove colored silk mui young people
Shurtletf & Co., E. P. Parlin,
school studies
lia gown. On their return to 421 ''ar
wholly taken up with theirschool
Oxford; Noyés Dru
to foru
Merrill of Bethel is a t Taris; Stevens,
of the
Artemus
intention
the
is
It
Dayton
avenue they were greeted at the carriaji
I
ο
Norway.
Store,
benefit
th
ο
the
of
for
ι
present in Boston in the employ
by Master Earle Needham ami Florent an amateur orchestra
a
without «extra charge
Boston Elevated Railway Company as
Wheu you want a pleasant physic ti
Royal each three years old, who strewc the scholars
have eti
ρ
surfac
number
Hall
drove
Stomach and Livor Ta
1
conductor on the
soon as the necessary
Chamberlain's
flowers from the carriage to the bona
wil
care.
I
rolled. Messrs. Lauison Λ Sjoholm
lots. Thoy aro easy to take and pleasa
A short reception was held, after whit
of especiall
For sale by Shurtleff & C(
the couple left for a wedding tou
bring with them a collection
Owen Hazen Berry, whose home is i η in effect.
orcheetr
0
interesting music for amateur
to Bosto η Ε. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
returned
has
I'uring the summer they will make the
East
Denmark,
in Portland.
from their large library
d ford; Noyes Drug Storo, Norway.
home at Rutsdale with the groom
to the employ of the Boston Elevate
a ροκ IParents. The bride is a daughter of M
In Bankruptcy.
Railway Company as a mo tor man, He
Portlan
hi * !
and Mrs. Oscar Royal, of South Pari s i
The Keeley Institute in
bee
tion ho had in 1898 and 1891).
have
Petitions in bankruptcy
Maine, and the groom is a clerk in tl ie
to the Dorchester Aveni 16. Maine, on Munjoy Hill, is successful
•
been
Rumfoi
of
assigned
tiled by Charles K. Doyen
Worcester
drunkards and drug users.
Institution for Sa
of the surface care.

—

prominent citizcn
of Livermore, disappeared Monday, and
a searching party found his dead body
the next day. Death was due to a heart
trouble, to which ho had been subject
Wallace Sawtelle,

Hall, on

«VCJ..J. ««y,ïïiïi»»
A. R. M»« <"W
meVtl al β.

BUCKFIELO VILLAGE,

Norway.
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REMEDY.

in

Tools,

Hathaway Wocl

Λΐ.Ιην

C0U0II, BUT PERMABY CHAMBERLAIN'S
CURED

on

Household Furniture,

Even

KSrfcW»·»
ΪΓνΓώΐ"s^l *'m^thlrd

ALARMED

the

auction

all persons Interested In either of
I Tohereinafter
named :

Conalatlng ofllouae, £11 and Stable.
In excellent location an<l all In good
Mr. II. P. Burbage, a student at law,
repair, and nbout three acre· of land
in Greenville, S. C., had been troubled
with fruit tree*, etc· I will alao «ell
for four or five years with a continuous
by auction at laine time and place a
quantity of
cough which he says, "greatly alarmed
mc, causing me to fear that I was in the
first stage of consumption." Mr. Burbage, having seen Chamberlain's Cough Stable & Garden
etc.
Remedy advertised, concluded to try it.
Partie·
Now read what ho says of it: "I soon
conteinplaflng the purchase of the place will be given an
felt a remarkable change and after using
to inapect the bulldlnga
opportunity
two buttles of the twenty-live cent size,
from ΙΟ to 11 o'clock on day of aale.
was permanently cured." Sold by SlmrtlefT & Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris;
GEORGE M. ATWOOD.
Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Thos. S.
Bridgham, Auctioneer.

attc

Wednesday evening

_S(u
11

by public
premises

I shall sell

PERSI8TENT

NENTLY

T.odgi

Evening.

A

BY

IÎS ful^oon0
(UforVul^l^rchHch^.tci
amenable*
»re

BREAKING.

PROBATS If ΟΤΙCES.

AUCTION !

THRO W}

BYRON

JAM

GREATI.Y

IjSWM

HTATE1> MEKTINUS.
Roiiular meet! η a of Oxford

Λ

rent was so strong from raising the gatef
that he was carried under. His bod)
was found betow, and was sent home.

Scboo
Λ»
Prayer Meeting 8umlav evening P.
,,

I1Y

Andover, Maine, May 13.
Eugene Wilson of Byron was drowner
in Black Brook yesterday. Aged aboul
20 years. In crossing on a jam of logs
tliey gave way and lie fell in. The cur

ι sa» riWMflfeS?»
a.

OF

WILSON

IN

Black Brook.

in

Drowned

fresh

ο

Tin lUiul You Hayg Always Bouglil

each.

Pharmacy of

CO.,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD
For Price and Particulars

LOTS A

SPECIALTY.

address,

SIMON STAHL,

n

SHURTLEFF &

«

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

to 40 cts

g*»»**·

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CC u

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

BBRXjIK AND GORBAM,

CASTORIA Γ·»*·*»»·.
Iks Kind Yu Uais Abiajs 6s<>(M

<*

XV. B.

HOMEMAEERS' COLUMN.

The Root of All Evil.

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

Expand*.

Correspondence on topics of interest to the hull·;
1* MiURtted. Address: Brtltor HovrMAKVR·1'

Is not money, but disease, and the root
of disease is a run-down condition.
The New England Conservatory of
Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets go to the
Music is about to move into its beautiful
root of the trouble by building you up
This
Back
the
new buildings on
Bay.
from the inside nerves to the skin.
is the largest school of music in the
A run down condition, an emaciated
Jfo. 118.—Mrta(rim.
world, and its pre-eminence among
a
worn-out digestion, shattered
1. Principal surface. 2. A small river
American institutions has been conceded body,
nerves, sleepless nights, aching limbs and
fish. 3. Measure of three feet. 4. An
ever since it was founded in 1S53 by Dr.
head and back, loss of appetite—these are
Eben Tourjee.
emblem
of authority. 5. Work comthe symptoms of a debilitated constituTwenty years ago, when the depart- tion, and if not corrected in time will posed »t fine threads. 0. A running In
was
instruction
being
ment of pianoforte
surely result in something very serious, competition.
developed, a few Ivers A Fond pianos for disease is health disregarded. Dr.
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
!To. lîîO.—Syncopation·.
Parker's Tpnetic Tablets is a package
expanded, there have containing
servatory has
two valuable medicines, Dr.
[Example: If "you" went away, a
Λ
Ivers
268
been
acquired
gradually
Parker's Liveroid Tablets and Dr. Park- reason would become a box. Answer—
Pond pianos. With the expansion iner's Tonetic Tablets. The Liveroid Tab- Ca-u-se, case.]
cidenta' to moving into the new buildlets stimulate and purify the liver and
If "you" went away, then—
ing, the board of directors of the con- bowels, and cleanse them of any stagnant
1. To grieve would become part of
servatory have placet! their order for SI accumulations. They prepare the system
the day.
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
Tonetic
The
for the Tonetic Tablets.
a total of 299.
2. A weight would become a body of
Tablets make the blood rich and pure,
Higher tribute to this famous Boston and thus drive away anaemia, pale and water.
art product would be hardly possible
3. A measure would become a kind of
sallow skin, boils, pimples and other huthan 20 years' continued patronage by
mors.
They strengthen and nourish the plum.
this most critical of musical institutions.
4. To stimulate would become a
nerves, and upon the nerves depends the
of all the vital organs. They give flower.
From the Boston Herald, the leading vigor
and a good digestion
5. A vehicle would l>ecome to conissue an appetite for food,
newspaper of New Eugland, in its
so that the food nourishes.
They make tend.
of July 13, 11*02.
Thus
new blood, new tissue, new force.
6. A goal would become Innate.
W. J. W H CELER, Agent, the whole body is built up, renewed. The
7. A thin stufT would become to stare.
rehealth
the
of
glow
weight goes up,
8. An opening would become an inSouth Paris. Oxford County, Me.
turns, the vital organs become vigorous,
Health, per- sect
the brain becomes clear.
U A course would become repetition.
fect health, waits on you in this product
of the 20th century.
Put up in boxes of 50 Tonetic Tablets
Mo. 121.—Charade.
The T. M. Crocker Homestead on Paris Hill. ;»ud rt Liveroid Tablets, at 50c. a box, 0
The FiKST. a body of a plant,
In order to close the estate, this valuable prop boxes for $2.50.
At all druggists, or
A post, a fund, or outtle;
city Is offered for «aie an.I will be *υM at a The Dr. Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 ExSecond, quite opposed to rant
bargain. The house Is two story, well adapted
And never known In battle;
VI
change St., Portland, Maine, U. S. A.
for two famille* an·! in fair state of repair.
The whole, I have a notion.
joining this, a large barn The lot contains three
Is to be devoid of motion.
anil one-half acres, an>! on this Is a line orchard.
DO YOU WANT IT?
ΛΑ* I
The Conservatory

C:i)i.um, Oxford Democrat. ΡλτΙα.

The Home

f

most desirable
This 1» a rare chance
l'art of «he ouruhaee money can
homestead.
remain on mortgage. If deefred.
Also a small garden lot nearly ooposlte the
home-tcad. Also one un*tlvl<le<! half of the F.
M Cooper pasture, containing 75 acres more or
lees.
for particulars ami terms Inquire of
WILSON Λ UK \Y, South Paris.

WΠ L
WE ARE NEVER OUT.
A postal or telephone to us will bring
you a supply promptly.

&

WALKER

\. W

1'AlllS. Μ Κ.

ϋΟΙ ΤΠ

Mo. 122—Hidden State·.

[Example: One of the twelve months
af the year; a kind of grain from which
bread Is made; real estate. Answer—

SON,

May-rye-iand. Maryland.]

Find the
Ice, Coal, Cement, IJme, Hair, Brick,
Sand. Ac.
following:
1. Invite;

a

OPTICIAN,

S Co.3618"·"— New York
JflUNN
Braucb l'fflco. «Τδ Κ St, Washington. I). C.

OIVI«IO?l.

Kr.nrt*

nuil Interior

Ciwtt

tu|Uud.

ρ ν»

0

0

οοοοο

οοοοο
ο

ο

οοοοο
ο

ο

ο

ο

growing

ο

ο

useless.
There are two inches or more of each
stalk which would never cook tender,
and which better be removed before the
edible portion is cooked, as this part is
likely to be strong or bitter in tlavor.
Asparagus, even if slightly wilted, can
be improved by breaking off the tough
ends, washing and putting the stalks upright in water for a few hours. Then
until
put it in boiling water and cook
tender. Often it is better to divide the'
stalks and cook the lower portion for a
while before adding the tips, since they

I.—1. A letter. 2. The projection on
a wheel or axle to produce reciprocatAllays Inflammation
ing motion. 3. Reeds. 4. A wild enthuProtê ts the Membrane. Restores I siast.
ti. A title. 7. A
5. Measure,
tin· vn-e·. of Taste anil Smell. Larj:e Size 50
cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial Size Inc. by letter.
mail.
II.—1. A letter. 2. One-half of copELY BROTHERS, Sti Warren Street. New York.
per. 3. A vial for sauces. 4. Native
land. 5. Small, β. To attempt 7. A

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Λ

οοοοο

to

tilves Relief at once.
*)peuitan<t cleaosestbe
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123.—Connected Diamond·.

Ko.

la

Ely's

difficult;

not

before scrambling eggs,
little chopped chives over
serving, for another variety.
At seventy-five cents a bunch asparacents
gus is a luxury, but at twenty-five
it may be used sparingly, and freely
when it reaches the two-for-a-quarter
of
stage. To be sure, there are bunches
dilïerent sizes. Choose that which is
not too fully grown; short stalks, partly
buds have not
green, on which the
separated, are most desirable. The large
buds are better than the smaller ones.
It is unfortunate that wo are all so eager
for quantity rather than quality that the
growers must meet our demands and let
the asparagus plant waste its strength in
several inches of stalk, which is

4. A large quantity; speak: masticate; several things of the same sort
or suited to each other.

CATARRH

Scientific Hmcrican.

name;

of

COLP'n HEAD

WAITED.
general housework, must
l»e good cook, family small, washing

letter.

Girl for

Steamer» leave Franklin Wharf, Portlan 1, an·!
India Wharf, lio-don, dallv, except Sunday, at
7«)f. m
Through ticket» Issue·! and baggage checked
for New York, Philadelphia and Washington
via all rail and >ound Unes.
Freight rates always as low as other Hues.
All freight via this Une Insured against lire
and marine risk.
F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
J
Portland.
A. H. Hasscom, G. 1'. A T. A.
Calvin Acstin, Vice l'res't A Gen'l Manager.
General Office·, Foster's Wharf. Boston, \l a-s.

Mo.

Κ. N. PRINCE,

■d

Rebnee·.

—-

I

done out.

MRS

124.—Illi

1

are more

ΛΟΤΚΕ

ΟΚ

I'OKECLOKt'RK.

soup than for other purposes.
A small bunch will be ample to garnish
an omelet, and the eggs and asparagus
area very satisfactory breakfast dish.
Creamed asparagus may bo served in
bread cases like those suggested for the

nrHEUAS, Dual Bean of Milton Ptaa»»
tatlon. In the County of Oxfonl ami state
>f Maine, by Ills mortgage ilee«l <late>l Si|'t. -4th,
!ν·Τ. tnd recoiMe'1 In the Oxford County Regis-

■

try of l>ee<l*. book ·2'η, i>am> :H>, eonveve·! to u"e
''e-te· \
Daft* Of Milton Plantation. rountv
ami Ml
the koMMnd farm km>i
as the \arun
Iteaii farm. being the same that I
w:i dwde by Β IsboihJ l> Bean to hamui Bmb
In hi- ■! eil .laie I .Iuiu> 4th. KM or KV>. also one
'e**<I iate«l \irll £M, ls4<; ami wh.-reae, the
I'umlltioos of sal'l nmr
have l>een broken,
therefore, bv reason of t'e breach of the
eniiilltions thereof, I claim a foreclosure ot' salil

Wanted

Boys

IN SHOE FACTORY.

Several
who

are

boys

about i6 years of age

strong and who wish

opportunity

to

Good

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
ness.

an

are

open to

COS<>OLIDATED ΗΚΚΙ'ΧΙΗΧΚ
ΗΟΚΤ«>Λ'·ΚUOLD4PKKCKXT HO.\I>S

Ko. 125.—Trunapoaaln.
"You see," said the doctor, "the
July. 111.11, without Option·
if he goes
SemlAnnuul I η tercet, payable January 1st ami has such slight hold that
to the
July 1-t. Price. 1»5 an<l accrue·! Interest, y lei·
immediately you will And
ln< I I- · iwr rent. Senil for circular. giving full
and will soon recover."
he
ilescrlwlon of bomle.
ltur

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Licensed

S, Κ. MAY

NASH,

LrwUton, M«.

f

cuu·**'

«lckt.ee». anil

sometimes

death,

ed

■

If worms are present they will be expelled.
Abumlui wwliMtloMft hMtauiN·
Dr. J. r. TltlK A CO.. Auburn. Me.

I
I

^

Mi ve

them

few dose· of

■
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TRUE'S PIN

WORM

ELIXIR

Β

127.—ProRreaalve Enigma·.
1. We made a 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 exploration of the city and paid our 9-10-11-12
when we came to the end cf the last

I■

Κ
■

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12.

2. I shall 1-2-3 the note as soon as I
am 4-5-6-7, although it is not 1-2-34-5-6-7 for some days yet
3. The guide quoted a 1-2-3-4-5-6-7
which said that no one should go
through the 1-2-3-4 whose 5-6-7 was un-

Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir,
Poplar, delivered on

Peeled

Hemlock and

HEADQUARTERS FOR

at

cars

any railroad

Lewiston

coming

Junction

station

to

der the limit

from

No. 12H«—Double

Bethel, the

certain form of lubricator.
I>oubly behead to clean and get

year.

E. W. PENLEY.

Key to the I'uzsler.

Να 110.—Triangles: l.-l. Kipling. 2.
Inhere. 3. l'hase. 4. Lest. 5. Ire. 6.
Ne. 7. G. II.—1. Prowl. 2. Rare. 8.
Ore. 4. We. 5. L.
No. 111.—(Jeographlcal Puzzles: Oakland. Key West.
No. 112.—A Concealed Poet: Emersou.
1. Eels. 2. Emma. 3. Seel. 4.
Spar. 5. Ease. 6. Tone. 7. Nose.
No. 113.—Transpositions: Artist I

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

start art 'tis, tart is.
No. 114.—Easy Rlddlemeree:

Ν. H.

Catalogues sent

on

115.—Flowers: Napkin, pink.
No.
Irritations, Iris.
Currycombs, crocus.

application,
..

Prophesy,

For 33 Years

a

ISaizstay

Armament.
No. 118.—Additions:
Mode-1. Fee-1.

True ULF." Atwccd's Sitters

A LOW PRICE

"I would say cf this remedy,

to close out odd

—

patterns and clean

Pianos

Corner Main and Danforth

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
M.st·, Tease piano, 7è octave, almost new
for $185.

Sts.,

MAINE.
CHANDLER,

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
lew, for $4ΦΟ, worth 9250.

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
valuut case, for 9950, worth $300.
1 have a nice oak case organ at RumI ord Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a
;reat trade.

Builders' Finish I ]

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
81m or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Pine Lum
Outside work, -tend In your order»
her and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for tale.

W.

West Sumner

CHANDLER,

a

nice trades in second
hand instruments.
some

Chas. F. Ridlon,

E.

1

I
I
ζ

large stock of new
and Organs, and have

I have

up »tock.

E. W.

have

Carpets

Wool

NORWAY,

we

used it for 20 years in our family. My
wife has used i; since childhood for indigestion, heart burn ar.d bilious troublcs. We fir;d it ?ood at all seasons,

rose.

No. 116.—Charade: Dip-lo-mate.
No. 117.—Primal Acrostic: America.
1. Ainazou. 2. Maine. 3. Emerald. 4.
Rivulet 5. Inaction. 6. Captivate. 7.

writes as tc the

ON

Ele-

phant.

Waûacs Stam-cs, of Biddeiord, Mair.e

—

a

grass and get across.

M,
*

a

possessive pronoun.
Doubly behead unclouded and get a
part of the human body.
Doubly behead a species of trefoil

West Paris, March 30, 1903.

Berlin,

Beheading*.

Doubly behead plunder and get

One second hand Estey organ at South
'aris, almost new, for 55
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
tope, in uice condition, for $45.

ijuuritijr

1
uuuci

41
mv

««.•...v,

and served with white sauce, asparagus,
aud toast. The cost of both the hearts
and the asparagus would not exceed the
half of
average price of a pound and a
veal cutlets.
When the strawberries come, the price
of sugar often advances. Though the
strawberries themselves are not eaten
for solid nutriment, the sugar and cream
commonly served with them are substantial foods. The linest berries may
be served au naturel without the removal
of the hulls. Few people use real intelligence about washing strawberries.
Some say never wash them, forgetting
the many bands which they may have
passed through, and the long distances
and clouds of dust through which they
often travel. If they have come from
our own
garden, they may not need
washing, and using the stem as a handle,
the berry may be dipped in powdered
bersugar just as it is eaten. Often the
ries are hulled, put in a colander, and
water from the faucet allowed to run
over them; the force of the water extracts
the juice from the hulled berry and any
sand there may bo is liable to be left
with the lower layer of fruit.
Katlier have a pan of water and put in
a few berries at a time, rinsing each
slightly, as it is taken up to remove the
hull. The berries float aud the sand
will settle to the bottom of the pan, and
as the hull is not removed until the berry
is lifted from the water, no juice can be
lost. A gentle shake as the berry is removed from the water disposes of the
superfluous moisture.
Often it is wiser to prepare two or
more boxes at one time and select the
best to serve whole, and use the smaller
or imperfect ones for dishes in which the
juice only is required.
It always seems a pity to mash fine
berries to get the juice for ice cream,
when so many that come to us are inferior in appearance, but are of good
flavor and would answer for juice alone.
Such strawberry juice has other possibilities besides ice cream and sherbets.
It may be used to dilute the heavy
cream before whipping for a filling for
layer cakes or cream puffs, or for many
gelatin desseris, or to cook with tapioca

So.

WANTED!

W. H. Winchester,

UrUnUCU

No. 120.—Mlnalnir Rhyme·.
Safe screened by hills on either
From winter storms and summer—>
There lies a silly little
The country oi

ln^^
*

β tliMm, beta· their (rant· Ls suspect-

NORWAY.

Connection.

CO., Hankers,

Λ:

Worms?

Taxidermist,

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone

1. A fact In natural history.
2. A uiotto for young workers.

3angor&Aroost>ok Railroad Co.

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

J. WALDO

baked eggs, or rolls may bo hollowed out
and filled with the creamed vegetable.
Asparagus on toast, dressed with melted butter, is preferred by many to the
stalks covered with a cream sauce.
When the tips are reserved for a garnish,
the remainder of the stalk may be cooked
and the tender portion rubbed through a
strainer for a cream soup.
Here is one way of evening up things.
Two calves' hearts, costing five cents
each, weighed a pound and a half after
trimming, thus furnishing considerable
clear meat for a small sum. These were
stuffed, the open ends sewed together,
and steamed until tender, then they were

BXSTCK ▲. DAVIS.

mortgage.
Λ i>rll '.'1st, l'.HCi

learn the shoe busi-

tender.

Before asparagus is cheap enough to
housewives
warrant using it, thrifty
often use the canned, but this is more
satisfactory for the cream of asparagus

Buckfield, Me.

rice.
\
Pear-1.
There is no way of serving strawberries so popular as the strawberry shortcake and many varieties of this are
STOPS THE COUGH
possible. It is a misnomer tô give the
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
name shortcako to a strawberry layer
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure cake made from sponge cake; let that be
No Cure, no Pay. called simply strawberry cake.
a cold in one day.
The shortcake foundation is a rich
Price 25 cents.
dough, made light with baking powder
Borem—"Do you believe that suicide or soda with cream of tartar or sour
is a sin?" Miss Caustic—"Well, in your cream; for "shortness" it should be
case I think it would be permissible." about
half-way between quick biscuits
and pie crust. The individual shortcake
A little life may be sacrificed to a sudhas many advantages.
den attack of croup, if you don't have
How to prepare berries for a shortcake
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil on hand for
is a mooted question. To some persons,
the emergency.
food seems to taste better if much labor
is put into its preparation. These advoAfter the service. The Alto.—"I don't
cate the cutting of each berry into seversee why Mr. Pyker should be so elated!"
al thin slices. The busy housekeeper
The Curate—"He claims that he diswill prefer to mash the berries, since it
tinguished one of the words of the can be
done more quickly with a slitted
Easter anthem."
wooden spoon or potato masher.
Tastes differ on many minor details—
"Neglected colds make fat gmvethe shortcako shall be served
yards." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup whether
whether it shall be buttered
helps men and women to a happy, vigor- hot or cold,
or not, whether it shall stand some time
ous old age.
after filling so that the crust becomes
"Did you see the Pyrenees while you soaked with the juice. Somo prefer the
auntie?"
"No,
cake without cream and others with it.
were on the continent,
iear. We called, but they bad measles
CREAMED EGOS.
η :he family, and so wo didn't see any
Have ready one cup of hot whito
1 >f them."
Mix in the
sauce seasoned as desired.
Terrible plagues, those itching, pes- beaten yolks of three eggs, and cook over
end
an
to
Put
thicken, then
1 ering diseases of the skin.
hot water till it begins
Doan's Ointment cures. fold in the egg whites beaten stiff. Cook
I ο the misery.
till firm, and serve hot heaped on slices
U any drug store.
of buttered toast, and garnish with any
or

Pea4.

"Yes," concluded the medical racon- cooked vegetable.
t eur, "she became insane through exEOO TIMBALES.
hurt, < essive dancing." "One might say she
Beat four eggs slightly, mix
rae hopping mad, I suppose," gurgled j

One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six

ctave, walnut case, never been
1 hat cost $125, for 65.
One second hand square piano, a nice
c ne, for 115,
worth 9140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

iV. J.

Wheeler,

UlXlJie·

Mai—. 9 «util Parte,

BLOCK,

t he Cheerful Idiot.

Bad blood and indigestion are deadly
nernies to good health. Burdock Blood
' litters destroys them.

(

,

It is well to have an aim in life, but we
lust expect to use up some ammunition

!·!■«. t «fore

we

hit It

with one
chicken or veal stock,
cup of milk
season with salt and pepper, and if desired onion juice and chopped parsley.
Strain into small molds, and steam or
bake in a pan of water till firm in the
centre. Titra out and serve hot with
sauce or garniah with cucumbers and
or

j
!

The action of the big
swift and Company in

olives.—American Kitchen Magasine.

GASTORIA

jommendation of every person who has
deceniny conception of the elemental
;ies of life. It is not necessary to inwhich
quire into the immediate causes order.
led Swift and Company to post this
a
that
Its significance lies in tho fact
iireat corporation employing fivo thou·
<and persons in its packing establishment
should conceive it to be necessary or desirable to forbid indulgence in profanity
The presumption
among its employes.
bv
is that the corporation was impelled
considerations which afTccted its own
the
interests as well as the morals of

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

SO WEARY.

Bears the

employes.
an
Profanity among employes in such
being establishment
as that of Swift and Comyou
of bad tempor and
pany is provocative
waste.
Weary and worn out all the
bad' feeling. It not only lowers the
are
who
the
of
tone
employes
moral
time. Back weak and lame and
TRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
compelled to listen to it but it is a breedConstant motion jars the
kidneys er
Headache, Nervous,
of dissension. It is the firebrand that aching.
which are kept in placo in the body by
kindles a hot temper and turns hatred Restless, Excitable. The Kiddelicate attachments. This is tho reason into violence. It is easy to see, therefore,
that travelers, trainmen, street car men,
sick.
that it may lower the efficiency of a largo neys are
teamsters and all who drive very much
of employes.
body
suffer from kidney disease in some form.
As a matter of fact there is not a shadFoley's Kidnoy Cure strengthens the ow of excuse for profanity in any relation
kidder
kidneys and cures all forms of
It adds no force or
or exigency of life.
and bladder disease. Geo. II. Hausan,
It is the confession of
to speech.
power
writes,
Lima.
O.,
locomotive engineer,
vocal impotency in the man who uses it.
"Constant vibration of the engine caused
The blustering, bloviating blasphemer
The next time you complain of
overworked, think of the time

ford.

An old Scotch farmer boing elected a
member of the school board visited the
school and tested the intelligence of the
class by his questions. IIis fir it inquiry
was: "Noo, boys, can ony o' you toll me
what 'naething' is?" After a moment's
silence a small boy in a back seat arose
and replied: "It's what ye giome t'other
day for haiulin' ye horse!"

tated and angry surface, relieving immediately the painful inflammation,
cleanses and cures. Cream Balm quickly cures the cold.

"She asked him to dinner in order to
make him believe sho could cook."

Hurry

Habit

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

CJipfitd

Aoeifect Remedy forConstipa-

Tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .(Convulsions .Feverishness

and Loss OF SLEEP.

Facsimile Signature

of

NEW YORK.
ΛΙ

J

j

b inonlhs

Dosf

«»
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I
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EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Plows, Harrows.
Cultivators, Disk
call and

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

see

A, W. Walker & Son.

"Yes."
If thero is one lesson more than an"And she expected him to think that other that Americans, and especially
the cherry pie sho served him was of her American women, need to learn, and at
We have just received a new lino
own manufacture."
once, it is to make haste slowly, says
of Cambridge Steel Plows, Eclipse
"Well?"
the Housekeeper.
Hurry is tho most
and King Corn Planters, The Nation"It happened that ho was in the bak- destructive of our national habits. It is
al reversible sulky plow, also the
ery when her little brother bought it, the chief cause of our national disease,
and tho prospective engagement is all nervous prostration, and one of the prinSyracuse reversible sulky plow.
To aid in the spring work there is
off."
cipal allies of the undertaker. Hurry
nothing equal to the
and worry always go together. In difWHAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE? ferentiating between haste anil hurry a
Answer: It is marie from a prescrip- uoted alienist cites the numerous quicktion of a leading Chicago physician, and lunch restaurants which have sprung up
one of the most eminent in tho country. during the last decado in all American
The sign itself, "quick-lunch"
The ingredients are the purest that cities.
Wo also have the hand plow cultito set
money can buy, and are scientifically or "a meal in a minute," is enough
tivators and weeders for garden use.
waitthe
of
F.
The
value.
utmost
to
their
t<>
sight
combined
one
hurrying.
get
Very truly yours,
A. Shurtleff «& Co., South Paris. Orin ers rushing about, apparently half frantic from having twice as much to do as
Stevens, Oxford.
they should,tho rattling of the dishes,
Nurse was reading nature stories of the
spectacle of his neighbor bolting his
South Paris, Maine.
"Johnand
ducks
tho ckickens,
geese.
chewing, the
food without sufficent
asked
a
me
what's
tell
she,
seems to be
gander?"
ny,
very element of hurry that
with a smile of peaco. Littlo Johnny in the atmosphere about one, all have
looking up quickly, all his fancy turning their effect upon the impressionable
loose as he answered, smiling proudly, patron of the modern lightning-express
"It's the rooster of tho goose."
The consequence is imperrestaurant.
W. P.
fect mastication, dyspepsia and nervous
'>!{ "lain St., South jPnri*, l*l«.
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
prostration.
Hurry destroys thoroughness. Tho
Healthy kidneys filter the impurites
Mailorders promptly llllc·!.
from the blood, and unless they do this person who hurries cannot have his
Kidwork.
is
in
his
constantly
health
heart
Thinking
Foley's
impossible.
good
of
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and will of what is to be done next, the task
positively cure all forms of kidney and the present is slighted by borrowing unParadoxiidadder disease. It strengthens tho necessarily from tho future.
For the International Paper Co.
whole system. F. A. Shurtleff A Co., cal as it may sound, hurry is the subterwho
woman
or
A
man
Oxford.
South Paris. Orin Stevens,
fuge of the lazy.
Spruce, Fir and Hemlock pa'p wood, delivered
is lazy at heart often hurries to make at «.rand Trim* ι-tutlon», fruin .Mechanic Kails 1|
to Lockc'e M Hid.
A Cynic Statesman—"What did you
pretense of working and distract attenLsn 19
think of my speech?" said the aspiring tion from real idleness.
ιτι
il
Little time is
Bryant's Pood, Me.
young orator. "Not bad," said the cold required to compute the results achieved
"I devoted a great
mau of experience.
by the porscA who bustles breathlessly
deal of thought to it." "Yes; that's a about with nerves unstrung and putting
mistake young men are apt to make. every one within hearing in the same
1
You put thoughts into your speeches in- condition. Hurry and hasteare not synstead of telling the audience stories."
onymous. A puffing, blowing, whistling
tug hurries; an ocean steamship makes
A REVELATION.
haste. A little less steam at the whistle
If you will make inquiry it will be a ! and a little more at the piston rod would
revelation to you how many succumb to add immensely to the national health
s
t
tWT'Pj,'1.
kidney or bladder troubles in one form !! without spoiling the speed of our proIf the pat'ent is not beyond gress.
or another.
;
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
Corn-Breeding.
It never
cure.
disappoints. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin
Corn-breeding is a modification of livestock breeding, and follows the same
Over 3000
Stevens, Oxford.
general laws and principles. It is the
In various parts
nervous
"You don't seem to be at all
application of principles of plant and
of
the country are
she
for
!
me,"
about going to ask papa
animal breeding to the corn-plant. The
1
making money in
said. 'Oh. no,'' he replied. "I've had per cent of sugar in the sugar-beet has
their spare time
experience both as a book agent and life j been increased from three percent to sixinsurance solicitor. This'll bo easy."
The ordinary beet was
teen per cent.
selling The
an
so
that
improved by seed-selection,
Saturday Evening
enormous industry has been built up and
Important to Mother».
Post Some make
a now source of sugar given to the world.
of
bottle
CASTORIA,
(amino carefully every
as much as $10.00
This has been done with a plant which
J
un
children,
infants
for
euro
and
remedy
a ufe
seeds once in two years. Corn produces'
and $15.00 a week.
tad tee that It
a crop every year, a single seed producAny boy who
ing a return of over a thousand fold.
Bean the
reads this can do
From this great number of offspring, varyeignalorc of
the same.
ing in size, shape, color, and composition
a selection can be made which will develIn Use For Over 30 Years.
Xbu Kind Yoa Have Always Bought op any feature of the seed or plant.
By
continued selection, these valuable attriA DAINTY little booklet, which
in
the
characteristics
be
fixed
butes
can
we will send to any boy free, the
Men lose considerable valuable time in
and
the
usefulness
and
of
the
plant,
the mornings trying to think of the
most successful of our boy agents tell
To
of the crop increased.
in their own way just how they hî.ve
brilliant things they thought they said importance
have been able,
the
We
illustrate
point:
made a success of selling
the night before.

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farm» r-.
and their families, and stands at the head of the agr :iltural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
helping tlieni to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through |>r.ictical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it

Miller Manure Pulverizer and

Spreader.

in an attractive manner.
The regular price is êl.00 per year, but f<<r a limit. I
time we will receive your subscription for THE NEW
YORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own
favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
covers

A. W. Walker & Son,

CÏÉÉ

Both Papers One Year (or Only $1.15.

k "Γ

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

TIAXHJl,

PULP WOOD WANTED

ÎBoys

NCW VOW* βΙΤ».

TMl CtNTAUB

Harrows, Corn
Planters, etc.,
just

Injurious.

Sour -fcvrf

'SfSSSA*.

dynamics
clean and sharp as a
inspiro more fear and

j

»

*

Mr?S~d-

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street,
Pawtucket, Κ. I., Hays: "Doan's Kidney
l'llls have been used by botli my husbaud
respect.
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
The Americans havo the reputation of In
.My
every case was very satisfactory.
a long
being the most profane people on earth. husband was bothered off and on for
which at
In no other land or clime does the com- time with pains across his back,
I saw Doan's
reek with the pollution of times became very severe.and
mon speech
procured a
tho Kidney l'llls advertised,
The
here.
as
store. lie
Japanese,
drug
Wood's
L.
profanity
box from W.
most docile, sweet-tempered, artistic and used them, and In a very short time was rid
I»uau's
I
keep
always
backache.
ingenious people on earth, never poison of the l'llls on hand, and would uot be
the atmosphere of tho "flowery king- Kidney them."
Without
Tliere are no
Foedom" with profanity.
For sale by all druRRlsts; 60 cents.
oaths or cuss words in the Japanese lan- ter-Mltburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
guage.
A traveler in England, Germany or
When in want of
France very rarely hears the namo of
continental
The
vain.
in
taken
Deity
languages do not appear to lend themselves to such vile and variegated profanity
as the Anglo-Saxon tongue is capable of.
Profanity is a vile, disgusting and useless habit. It is the one abhorrent blight
upon a language that is destined one day
to become the common vehicle of all
human thought. Stop it!
!r as
hound's tooth will
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great deal of trouble with my kid- who flies into a rage and pours forth a
cure every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
I used
neys, and I got no relief until
stream of profanity upon all occasions is
backache to complicated urinary
A.
Shurtleff
F.
common
Cure."
Kidney
to
Foley's
not a man to bo feared. When it comes
& Co., South Paris. Oriu Stevens, Oxdisorders.
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Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Νϋϊ' ?iARC OTIC.

Doan's

Exposure to a sudden climatic change
produces cold in the head and catarrh is
apt to follow. Provided with Ely's
Cream Balm you are armed against Nasal
Catarrh. Price 50 cents at druggists or
Ely Brothers, ϋβ Warren Street, Now
York, will mail it. Tho Balm cures
or sprinkle a
without pain, docs not irritate or cause
them before sneezing. It spreads itself over an irri-

ter
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A h*n<1»omc;r llustratrd weekly. I srvrest etr.
·Νβ·· Journal. T.-rn s. $3 a
calati"» "f any
year: four m ntUs. JL Sold by all newsdealer».
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SOLTH PARIS, ME.
Anyone tending a sketch and description may
η free whether an
qqVkly as· —rt η nr «·;
mv*ntV>n is probably patentable. O mmunlr*.
Handbook on I'ateute
··..».»% :.
tlons strictly
•eut free. t' Vst ,ι^>·ι ν force» uring patent·.
I·:»!. ·* taken through Slum χ t'o. receive
tprrnl n· U', without chsrgp. la tho

of Ave states In the

a feature of the face; a
number; near: a vowel.
2. A young unmarried woman; acid;

^
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names

are

ways as possible for the next two or
three months. At twenty-five cents a
dozen, eggs are cheaper than the better
cuts of meat, and when the labor of
preparation is taken into account, they
are less expensive than the cheaper cuts,
especially this year when all meats are
high in price.
There is one fundamental principle
to remember when cooking eggs by
themselves, or in cakes and puddings of
which they are a leading ingredient, and
that is, that the best results aro reached
by moderate heat for a longer period
than by great heat for a short time.
The fuel and nutritive values of a
pound of eggs are higher than those of
most varieties of fish, and about the
The cost of eggs at this
same as veal.
season will average about the same as
veal cutlets and halibut, aud the amount
of waste will be considerably less.
There are many means by which the
customary ways of serving eggs, boiled,
scrambled, etc., can be varied. Instead
of cooking en coquille break the shells,
turn the contents into buttered cups,
aud bake or steam in the oven. The
small brown Japanese dishes are usoful
here, and the eggs should be served in
them.
A variation of this is to use a hollowed tomato in place of a dish, and bake
the egg in it. Just now, of course, tomatoes are expensive, but this is worth
remembering later in the season. Another plan is to make a case from bread,
which may be round, oval, diamond
one it
shaped, or square. After tryingsize
to
is easy to get them just the right
in
melted
hold an egg. Dip the edges
a
new
if
butter, sprinkle a little cheese,
flavor is wanted, or chopped ham in the
This
ease before putting in the egg.
really will be eggs on toast, but the
change in form will make it more attractive to many.
Put a bit of chopped onion in the but-

For Sale!

to secure a

Table in May.

abundant, and consequently
cheap, and should be used in as many
Eggs

People·
packing firm of
posting notices
forbidding profanity on the company's
premises will receive the unqualified
Americans the Profanest

Pat Murphy bad run up a small bill at
tbe village shop. Πβ went to pay it and
wanted a receipt. "Oh, we never give
receipts for those small amounts,"
grumbled the proprietor. "See, I will
And
cross your account off the book."
he drew a pencil diagonally across it.
"There is your receipt," he added. "Do
ye mane that that settles it?" asked Pat.
"Certainly." "And ye'll niver be asking
for it again?" "We'll never ask you for
it again," said tho other, decidedly.
"Faith, thin," said Pat, "and I'll be
after kapin' me money in me pocket, for
I haven't paid it yet." "Oh, well," was
the angry retort, "I can rub that out."
"Faith, and I thought as much," said
Pat, slyly. The proprietor of that establishment now issuos a roceipt for the
smallest amount.

Your name and address on a postal card to THH
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

bring

you free
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make Money
after School Hourfe
fïù&e

RANGE

Boys

IN

by selecting

increase the
two feet in

"See here," said Mrs. Starvem, after
the new boarder's first meal, "when I
agreed to give you reduced rates you
told me you were a light eater." "So I
the
am, ma'am," lie replied. "I'm
museum.
human salamander at the

having long shanks, to
longth of the shank nearly
live years' selection.
By

ears

The

Saturday

ears with tall stalks we have j
been able to increase the height of the j
three feet in five years. By
j stalk almost
There are many stories of real busiselecting ears from plants having wide
Pictures of the boys are
ness tact.
I
the
increase
to
been
able
have
we
swallow
You'd aughter see mo
burning leaves,
Send for this booklet and we
given.
and
selectthe
of
width
by
leaf,
torches.''
average
will forward with it full information
ing ears from stalks having narrow leaves
No
how you can begin this work.
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION·.
we have been able to decrease the width
money required to start. We will send
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes, of the leaf.—From "The Marvels of Corn
Ten Copies of the magazine the first
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best Culture," in the May Cosmopolitan.
week free. Write to-day.
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
The Curtis Publishing Company
trouble. I know that it has cured conClipping and Comment.
486 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
sumption in the first stages." F. A.
Orin
Sliurtleff & Co., South Paris.
An American observer at Winnipeg,
Stevens, Oxford.
Manitoba, recently counted nine full
to
trainloads of immigrants, mostly from
Nell—"Jack and Maude used to^be
Sealed proposals will be received until April
Scotland, arriving there in two days. So J:M,
.it 12 o'clock, noon, for furnishing all the
such good friends, and now they scarcely
the
and
great is the rush from Europo
labor and material-· requl-ed to erect and com
speak." Belle—"Why, what's the mat- United States that the city is unablo to iilete a school building
at South I'arls, Maine.
heard?
ter?"
Nell—"Haven't
1'lans and spccltlcaMons may be seen and nil
you
are
and
new
the
house
arrivals,
many
at
the olllce of W. It.
obtained
Information
They're married."
forced to fiud shelter in tents, pending •Miller, Architect, l.ewl-Ίοη, Maine, also nt the
their location on farm lands in that sec- olllce of Wilson A Gray, South I'arln, Maine.
All proposal* to be directed t<> Hon. (icorjre A.
tion of the Dominion.
Wilson, South I'arle, Maine. The rlpht le reserved to reject anv o- all of the proposals.
this
tells
Genoa
A
delightful
paper
wures a Cold In One Day, Crip in 2 Days
J'er order, RITILLHNG COMMITTKK.
story of the enterprise of the Duke of
descendant of
on every Veragua: When the
visited Chicago
box. 25c Christopher Columbus
ho Inquired at a telegraph office the '
for a telegram of ten words to the
Maude—"Yes—well, I was obliged to j charge
"Fifteen cents,"
of Columbus.
have him; he said he couldn't live with- city
answered the official, "not including the
out sympathy."
Ethel—"Yes, and he's
free." Wherewired
signature, which is
got everyone's sympathy now, pour fel- j
the duke wired: "Mayor, Columupon
low."
bus. Shall visit your city next Monday
DAY or Tuesday," and lie signed it: "ChristoWILL BE AT
TO CURE A COLD
j
de la
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. ! bay Colon do Toledo y Larreatogui
May 12.
Gante Elm House, Norway,
«le
Ramirez
C'erda
Baquedanoy,
if
it
the
rcfiud
All druggists
j
money
'J.OO a. m. to 8 p. M.
Olllce Hours
do las
Adelantodo,
Mayor
Almirantoy
F.
W.
Grove's
euro.
fails to
signature
Eyes Examined Free.
Judias, Marques de Jamaica, Ducquc de
25c.
on each box.
Varagua y do la Vega, grande de Espana,
Wife—"If I were to die, Phil, what Senator del Roine, Caballero'dela insigne
do la
would you do?" Phil—"I'd be most orden del Toison d'Oro, Gran Cruz
Wife—"Would
marry j Conception do Villavieosa, Gentil Ilornyou
crazy."
Veterinary Surgeon,
do Espana."
again?" Phil—"No; I wouldn't bo that j bre do Camara del Hoy
South Paris,
Telephone.
crazy."
in
Canada.
Olllce ami Residence,
A Bit of Scotland
11 h ΐκΐι street.
Maine.
At a point 145 miles north of Toronto
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and on the Grand Trunk Railway System is
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., j reached one of the most magnificent dishoarseness.
tricts in the Highlands of Ontario known
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
The region
lis the Lake of Bays District.
were up
you
suppose
Wigwag—"I
are better than
a series of connected lakes,
comprises
bright and early this morning?" Guzzler aver which large steamers are navigated.
work
easy, make a smooth surThey
—"No, sir; I'm never up bright and What greatly adds to the Lake of Bays' face, and
any one can apply them to
early. If I'm up early I'm not bright, I: ralue as a health giving and sportsmau's walls, ceilings,
Inside woodwork, panand if I want to get up bright I can't get resort is the unmatched purity of the
Uany
tries, kitchens and furniture,
up early."
lir one breathes upon its heights. The beautiful tints.
The surface is nonhis ills under its reviving absorbent and can be
visitor
forgets
kept bright and
You never heard of any one using
influence in less than a week, aud sees
a
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being, ife'e problems in a smoother light, en- clean by wiping with damp cloth.
satisfied. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
I joying the good things in this life which rurnlsh you
"SaUuma Interior Knsmels" at the
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Sature and Providence have prepared <amc price ae ordinary paint.
!
breeze
PRKE Color card and our booklet, "How to
Nell—"I stopped in at a bargain sale, "or him. Its bracing morning
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Fnrto-day." Belle—"Did you see anything ivhicli rivals the celebrated atmosphere
ilture."
new
>f
Pike's Peak, Col., imparte
lung
that looked real cheap?" Nell—"Yes;
Made by Heath & Milligan
and iresh vitality.
Co.,
several men waiting for their wives."
j ; lower
Chicago.
illustrated publications
Handeome
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no tent free on application to J. Quintan, 11so Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,
opiates and can safely be given to chil- ! District Passenger Agent of the G. T. R.,
iren. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Montreal, P. Q.
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Painte,
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
For sale by,
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with the patent revertable flue
50 cts. down and 50 cts.
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and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,a!L.

Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS
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born," remarked
person.—"Yes; and they
replied the editor, weari-
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SALESMEN WANTED rïïLSS
Oxford and adjacent counties.
Salary
ommluion. Addreaa
τακ V1CTOE OIL COMPANY.

Cleveland, Ohio

1

of Maine:

m. Gordon, of Rumfoni, in the
County of Oxford, and State of M
In
said
District,
respectfully represent!»
that on the 17th "lay of May, last past,
was duly adjudged bankrupt,' under the At ιοί Congress relating; to Bankruptcy; that lie
>duly surrendered all hi* property and rU-lit*· <Ί
property and has fully compiled with all
the requirements uf said Acts and of the order*
of Court touching Ids
bankruptcy.
Wherefore lie pray*, that lie may be dcenvd
by the Court to have a full discharge from >
debts provable ai-ninst hi* estate under s.iM
bankrupt Acte, except such debts as are ex
crated bv law from such discharge.
Dateil this J4th day of *pr Λ. 1). imcî.
LORES M. GORDON.
Bankrupt
ΟΚΠΚΒ OF NOTICE THEREOF.
Distkict of Maine, β».
On this 2nd day of May, Λ. I), mi. on
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be lia··
upon the same on the 2i<l «lay of May. Λ I*.
line, before said Court at Portland, In eal'l I»4
trlct, at lu o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The <
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, and other person»
In Interest, may appear at the said time and
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not I#
granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
Itors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

Lores

JAMES E. I1EWEY,Clerk.
C'py of petition ami order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HKWEV, Clerk.

Knapp,

ad. la

people,

Discharge.

}

—Chicago Dry Goods Reporter.

the

Petition for

)
GORDON, } In Bankrupt· >.
Bankrupt. 1
To the Hon. Clarknci Hale, .Judge of the I'tria Court of the Unltcil States (or the Dl»tl

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
WILLIAM E. KSAFP,
In Bankruptcy.
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of William E.
In the
iouiity of Oxforl nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the AM h day of
Ipr., A. D. lWfc, the said William E. Knapp
ras duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that the flrst
Meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
louse, la South Paris, on the 13th day of May,
k. D. 1003, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
line the said creditors may attend,
prove their
ilalms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
ind transact such other business as may propery come before said meeting.
South Parle, Apr. 37, 1003.
GEO. A. WILSOS,
Referee in Bankruptcy-

Tell people why it Is to their
advantage to trade witia you.
them convincingly and
keep telling them.

tion.

Bankrupt's

[L.S.]

Tell

The

NORWAY, MAINE,

A true

auy one else and you do uot he
will get the trade.

M'f'g

are

may

Optician.

stated.
■Mlness the Hon. Clauence Hale. Judge
c the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the 2ad dav of .May·
A.D. l'J03.

values .is the other fellow, but
if be tells tbe public about bis
ability to do better for them tbau

paint.

"The great poets

advcrtlnliiK ia the
pall· trade.

iniiKnct Tvhleli

Satsuma Interior Enamels

"You often hear it said that a woman he sententious
lias intuition; as a matter of fact it is') ire also dead,"
ij
y.
iuepicion."
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Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
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Mason Manufacturing Co.,
South Parie.

